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fluid
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There are today then
By TOMMY DILLARD
many possible possibly
Staff Writer
sources for returning in
Throughout his career in the alternative
chemical engineering field, Dr. fuels, such as August to
William Wells has seen the oil
shales, discuss
issue of alternative fuels fade sludges, energy
in and out of the public's con- waste materi- incentive
sciousness.
als,
wood, proposal.
Now, with American interest alcohol
Or
in fueling its cars, boats, planes corn, but true to his backand homes with something ground, Wells said the class
other than Middle Eastern oil will focus mainly on coal as an
probably at an all-time high. alternative fuel source.
Wells thinks the issue is finally
"It seems to be the most
where it needs to be — toward interesting thing Kentucky
the forefront of political and would
offer,"
he
said.
economic concern.
"Kentucky has a great deal of
The
Mayfield forensic coal, so it would be our main
chemist is doing his own part interest in this course. Most of
to spread awareness about the discussion would be using
alternative fuels by teaching a coal as an example."
new class through MSU's
Western Kentucky gets most
Department of Chemistry this of its coal from the Illinois
fall. The class — entitled Basin in mines around Sturgis,
"Introduction to Synthetic Madisonville and Central City,
Fuels" — will be offered as a Wells said. The Illinois Basin
600-level graduate course and extends into southern Illinois
will explore alternative ways to and Indiana and contains
make gasoline and other fuels. enough coal to fuel the entire
Wells certainly has the United States for several hunbackground necessary to teach dred years. Wells said.
the class — he worked in enerAnd we haven't even mengy-related areas for 16 years, tioned coal deposits in eastern
specifically dealing with envi- Kentucky.
ronmental protection and coal
Kentucky coal has made
research. An employee of TVA headlines recently as Gov.
from 1975-83, he dealt with the Ernie Fletcher attempts to
environmental cleanup of coal assemble lawmakers for a speburning and worked in close cial session for which the main
contact with people whose
chief concern was coal gasifi- •See Page 2A

ALTERNATIVE
FUELS AGAIN
A HOT ISSUE

Attic junk could
sell as treasure
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
How much is that old chest of drawers, Ggrandma's glassware,
Uncle Joe's old books, Aunt Fanny's bric-a-brac and other junk you
may have stored in the shed or the attic worth in today's marketplace?
You can find out later this week when the Paducah-based television
show "What's It Worth" comes to Murray.
The event, sponsored by the Murray Main Street program, will take
place at 10 am. Thursday at Miller Annex — the renovated old Post
Office — on the Calloway County Courthouse Square.
What you have stored away could be worth a handful of dollars.
Martha Ails, president of Murray Main Street, said that some of the
items now in private storage could be relics of
IF you ao
Murray-Calloway County's past and prove to be
for
up
Set
invaluable in an historic sense even if it won't put
'What's It
many dollars in your pocket.
Worth"
-This could be history," Ails said. "You never
begins at
know what people have stored away that you don't
8:30 a.m.
know about."
"What's It Worth" is a WPSD-sponsored televiThursday.
sion program led by Mike Mallory. Mallory travels
The
across the western Kentucky region and beyond
appraisal
spotlighting items of interest to antique collectors
starts at 10
that are often hidden in usual, and sometimes not so
a.m.
usual. places.
Anyone in Murray and Calloway County that are
interested in taking part in the upcoming program are asked to bring no
more than three items per household to the Miller Annex,located at the
corner of Fourth and Maple streets.
Set-up for the show will take place between 830 and 9:30 a.m.
with appraisal scheduled to begin around 10 a.m.
Ails said those wanting more information about the event are asked
to call 1-800-4WSPD-TV, ext. 555 or call directly at 270- 415 -1900
and leave a message concerning any items you want appraised.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8, Times
TRIMMING THE HIGH SPOTS: Elaine Pittenger trims hedge along North 14th Street at Wells Boulevard across from Murray
State University. Pittenger said she got an early start this morning to beat to the summer heat and humidity. She said trimming
the hedge was a twice-a-year job.

Even in drought, flower grows tall
SUNFLOWER
REACHES 12 FEET
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
NEW CONCORD, Ky. —
County farmer Jerry Brawner
was surprised recently when some
of the sunflowers he planted in his
garden to feed birds sprouted to
about 12 feet despite persistent
drought.
"If it hadn't been for the
drought there's no telling what it
might have done," Brawner said
concerning one of the plants. "I
measured it at 11 feet, six inches.
but I have another one here that
one might get even taller."
Brawner, who lives on
Yarborough Drive near New
Concord, said this was the first
year he has grown sunflowers
among his corn, tomatoes, gourds,
squash and other crops.
"I don't get anything out of
them. I started growing some of
them this year because the birds
like to eat them and we like to
watch the birds," he said, pulling
down one of the huge yellow and
orange heads to examine.
"I really didn't expect them to
get so tall with the drought and all,
but they did."
Brawner pointed out another
thinner plant with a smaller head
was nevertheless on its way to
growing even taller — possiblly
to more than 12 feet.
'That one looks like it may get
taller, but it's beginning to curl
and droop," he said. "I've
watered them some but not that
much. I thought it was unusual
because this is supposed to be a
drought."
Brawner's sunflowers may be
large compared to some grown in
Calloway County, but according
to the Guinness Book of World
Records, sunflowers can be as tall
as small tree. The world's tallest
sunflower, grown in 1986 by
Martial Henms in Oirschot, The
Netherlands, grew to 25 feet. 5.5

Photo provided
New Cumord resident Jerry Brawner grew sunflowers on his Yarborough Drive property for
the first time this year to feed the birds. He wasn't expecting much from them because of
drought, but was pleasantly surprised when two of the plants shot up to around 12 feet.
inches.
"I don't know how she did
that," Brawner said. "She must
have had some special fertilizer
or something."
However the sunflower with
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the largest head, another category by which sunflowers are
measured, was reported at 32
inches. It was grown by Emily
Martin in Maple Ridge, British
Columbia, Canada in 1983. The

record for the plant with the
most flowering heads was grown
by Melvin Hemker of Saint
Charles, Mich. in 2001.
Hernker's plant sprouted 837
flowers.
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Lawmakers seek to reject checks for idle session
GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY RETURN TO
FRANKFORT IN MID-AUGUST TO TALK
ABOUT POSSIBLE ENERGY INCENTIVES
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
It's riot even been a month since
state Seri Damon 'Thayer
opened his new consulting company, and already he's looking at
his available personal time
shrinking because of a special
legislative session. Of course,
that's part of being a member of
the
Kentucky
General
Assembly. hc says.
it is a challenge," Thayer
said. 'The second week of my
company's existence, here I am
in Frankfort working on legislation and, yes. I would much
rather be out making pitches to
prospective clients and doing
work of my existing clients, but
they understand I have a responsibility to the constituents I
serve
Lawmakers are due back in

Kentucky's Capitol on Monday,
where they're expected to do little more than make sure they
don't get paid for the past three
weeks and then go home.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher earlier
this month called the General
Assembly into a special legislative session to deal with issues
from a ban on domestic partner
benefits for public university
employees to tax incentives
aimed at enticing Peabody
Energy to build a coal gassification plant in Kentucky.
There was also a proposal to
give military families a state
income tax break and another to
authonze more than $427 million in construction projects.
But the governor's call created high drama at the Capitol. as
Democrats cried foul claiming
Fletcher. a Republican, was
playing politics in hopes of

•MSU class ...
From Front
purpose would be approving
incentives to lure a Peabody
Energy gasification plant to the
state.
True to its name,coal gasification is the process by which
coal is convened to a synthetic
gas. Using the Fischer-Tropsch
process. that gas can then be
transformed into a variety of
liquid fuels such as gasoline,
methane and methanol.
What does all of this mean?
Coal could become the next oil.
Coal isn't the only alternative fuel source being utilized
around the country, but it is the
most relevant locally. Oil
shales and tar sands in the West
are also good sources, Wells
said. Other sources include
renewable resources such as
corn If the nation ever wants
so shake Its rename on petroleum tor gasoline, it will have to
embrase multiple other methods of producing fuel. Wells
said.
"It's not going to be just one
thing that does it all," he said.
-It's going to be a number of
different techniques. It's a matter of technically sorting things
out and economically finding
the things we can afford to pay
for that would be competitive
with petroleum., Whatever the method, Wells
is one of a growing number of
Americans who would like to
see the country stop relying on
foreign oil for its fuel.
According to a figure published by the Washington Post
two years ago. the United
States imports 58 percent of the
oil it consumes. Using alternative sources such as coal.
America could produce its own
fuel.
**The economics just haven't
been there before: there wasn't
enough demand for alternative
fuels," Wells said. "But now
with the high prices of oil and
other political implications of
dependence on foreign oil have
brought the subject back.None of this is new, though.
Wells began studying some of
the issues surrounding alternative fuels as a graduate student
in 196.1 working tin his
Master's in chemical engineering. The technology for producing liquid fuels (torn coal
has been around since the
1920s. Germany used the technique extensively in its World
War II effort and South Africa
now produces large portions of
its transportation fuel from
coal
So why has America been so
rcluv tant to jump on the alternative fuels ship" That's the
million-dollar question, Wells
laughs.
"It's Just been economically
and politically such that people

wanted to continue to use
petroleum." he said. "Our supply in this country is not gone,
but it is diminished. You can
exert more effort in getting oil
out of older underground
chambers, but it costs more.
Oil from the Middle East is just
cheaper.
"It's partly economic and
partly a lack of political will or
political planning to see the
future."
Of course there are potential
drawbacks to using coal to produce fuels. • Some critics say
turning to coal to meet fuel
needs would be a step in the
wrong direction environmentally. Coal gasification plants
produce plenty of carbon dioxide — the greenhouse gas
largely recognized as a chief
culprit in global warming. The
i:arboti dioxide emitted can
largely be captured. hut the
challenge
for
scientists
remains what to do with the
captured gases.
"If you believe in global
warming and think that it is
caused by these types of
processes. then it is a concern." Wells said.
Wells, who taught at
Murray State as a full-time
faculty member in the late
1960s, decided to approach
chemistry department chair
Judy Ratliff about teaching the
class after he picked up a book
on the subject — the book that
will serve as the textbook for
the class.
"I saw the book in an ad and
I said. 'Hmm
let's take a
look at that,— he said. "So I
got the book, scanned through
it and thought this was Something we should be more aware
of and I think it would make a
good class. I went over and
talked to the chemistry people
and they thought it would be
appropriate."
In order for the class
be
held, at least 10 students have
to enroll. The class was made
available a week ago and two
students had enrolled as of
Wednesday, Wells said. The
class will be held one night a
week in order to make it possible for those who work in the
field in surrounding towns to
be able to participate.
Above all. Wells wants to
raise awareness of alternative
fuel possibilities in the next
generation of leaders.
"It's an important issue." he
said. 'This is not a real glitzy
field. People rarely ever think
about this kind of stuff. People
think about computers and
'Pods and biotechnology:
those are the glitzy, ritzy, popular fields. But you know,
without that switch turning the
power on, nobody's computer
is going to run."
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boosting his re-election campaign. While the GOP-led
legislation
Senate
passed
addressing each of the issues,
the House adjourned and sent its
members home just hours into
the session.
Fletcher
ordered a threeweek cooling
off period for
lawmakers and
told them to
to
return
address
the
matter Monday.
Since then,
the matter of
Fletcher
legislators' pay
has been spotlighted in the public debate as
lawmakers have sought ways to
limit or suspend their special
session pay.
There are 138 state legislators, 100 in the Democrat-controlled House and 38 in the
Senate. When the legislature is
in session — even during the
three week break this month —
each rank-and-file member
receives nearly $300 per day,
seven days a week.

Legislators are paid about
$109 per day for expenses and
about $180 for their pay. They
also get paid mileage to the
Capitol from their homes, and
senators get $300 for stationery
while representatives get $250.
When the legislature is not in
session, they get monthly
expenses of more than $1,700
plus mileage and $180 for each
interim committee meeting they
attend, according to the
Legislative
Research
Commission.
Some, including House
Speaker Jody Richards, have
asked the LRC — the legislature's administrative arm — not
to process the special session
paychecks. Others have said
they would either give the
money back to the state or simply not cash it. A meeting of legislative leaders this month was
unable to produce a solution.
Democratic leaders wanted
to suspend lawmakers' pay for
the days of the special session
they
didn't
work,
but
Republicans said such a move
was unconstitutional. Instead,
Republicans pushed a proposal

that would have
paid members
in both chambers for at least
sonic days they
didn't work.
After
intense negotiations, and a pnvate meeting
with Peabody
Richards
Energy executives in downtown Louisville
last week, both chambers are
expected to return Monday to
resolve their pay issue and then
adjourn. They may return in
mid-August to address only the
energy incentive proposal.
Thayer said most lawmakers
are more focused on safeguarding the public's interest and not
their pay.
t
Occasionally long hours at
the Capitol and time away from
family and jobs goes with the
territory, Thayer said.
"I don't think it's really our
place to complain because when
we run for these offices, we recognize the fact that we have to
make sacrifices of convenience
to both our professional careers

and our personal lives," Thayer
said. "It's part of any kind of
public service."
And, being a state lawmaker
isn't particularly lucrative, state
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton, said.
Some legislators, such as doctors or lawyers, have to take
valuable time away from their
practices to serve in Frankfort.
Gray said.
Lawmakers, who come from
every corner of the state, have
expenses while in Frankfort par- ticularly food, lodging and other
incidentals, Gray said. The daily
pay legislators receive doesn't
do much more than cover most
legislators' expenses and there
aren't many other personal
perks other than developing possible- business relationships, he
said.
'There's not much other
motivation for serving to be
honest with you, because it's a
full-time job anymore with a
part-time salary," Gray said.
"You have to have a real desire
to serve because the monetary
portion of it is just not there."

Thieves lift historic stamps
VALUABLE
STAMPS TAKEN
OFF DOCUMENTS
IN OWENSBORO
OWENSBORO. Ky.(API —
Theives have looted historic marriage and deed books kept at a
county courthouse in western
Kentucky, looking for valuable
stamps that can sell for a quick
buck on the Internet.
The books — which contain
records dating back to the early
1800s — are kept in the basement of the Daviess County
Courthouse. The documents have
been cut and ripped apart and
signatures have been tons out of
the records.
"You want people to have
access to their family history."
and David Osborne, the county's
clerk. "But we're in a situation
now where the state archivist
said. 'With the records you have,
you should have a deputy standing in here with everyone that
comes in.'"
Much of the damage was discovered as county workers started reorganizing a nxim where the
oldest records are kept.
Scavengers looking for historic tax stamps to sell on the
Internet have cut hundreds of the
stamps from the ItinOs out of the
record boobs. In some books.
almost every page has been
maned by blades of even ink
pens that were used to cut out the
stamps.
State law says tampenng with
public records is a Class D

AP
Daviess County Clerk David "Oz" Osborne uses his fingers to penetrate the holes in pages
last week after thieves removed post-civil war tax stamps from hundreds of documents in the
Daviess County Courthouse in Owensboro. Thieves sliced, perforated and ripped the documents to remove the stamps.
felony, punishable by up to five
years in jail.
Trace Kirkwood, regional
administrator for the state department for Libraries and Archives,
said the stamps taken were created by the federal government to
help cover the massive expense
ot the Civil War.
-It was the first federal tax
levied on people." Kirkwood

said of the stamps, that were
required on marriage licenses
and other documents.
Similar stamps, often decorated with the image of George
Washington, can be found on
Internet auction sites such as
eBay, where they have sold for as
much as $10 each.
Even old papers are taken
from public record rooms

Court-martial FirePoliceSheriffLog
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A burglary was reported at Panorama
begins today Drive
at 10 a.m. Friday A case was opened.

)RI CAMPBELL, Ky. I APi
Spc. Jesse Spielman crept
alongside three soldiers as they
cut through wile fences to enter
the home of a 14-year-old Iraqi
girl who was raped and lulled, his
attorneys acknowledge.
But at name when Pus coonmartial begins today at Fort
Campbell. Ky.. will he whether
Spielman. 22. of Chamhersburg.
Pa., was aware of what horrors lay
ahead when the soldiers left their
outpost
Defense
attorney
Craig
Carlson of Austin. Tex_ said
Spoelman had no idea where the
soldiers were going or what they
planned to ao It seemed another
routine raid on a home in an area
gripped by insurgents. Carlson
said lit- destined to discuss the
spa,if ev Octal. he will present
during trial
Spielman Saes sharges ot rape
and munkr stemming from the
Man h l. 2011n. assault on a family malady through a v earlong
deployment for Fi ('amphel
101a Airborne Division

Tovitrier
NOTICE
II The Calloway County
Board of Elections will meet
at 10 am Tuesday in the
county clerk's office On the
agenda for the meeting is a
discussion of preparations
for the November electron
and the possible creation of a
Potterlown voting precinct
•To report a Town Crier
'tern, call 753-1916

• A theft was reported on Protemus Road at
1 20 p m Friday
• Money was missing and a window was
broken at a Main Street residence at 8 54
a m Saturday. A case for third-degree burglary. theft by unlawful taking less than $300 and
criminal mischief was opened.
• A female with a broken ankle was in the
water in the Irvin Cobb area at 6:55 p.m
Saturday DES. Calloway County Fire-Rescue
and Kentucky Fish and Wildlife were notified
to rescue her by boat Her husband carried
her to the dock and then EMS transported her
to the hospital
• A burglary was reported on Scott Fitts
Road at 12 14 p m. Sunday
• Vandalism to a fence at a Squire Road
residence was reported at 4 07 p.m. Sunday.
An incident report for criminal mischief was
taken
• A vehicle was overturned on Alma Shiloh
Road at 4.44 p m Sunday Kentucky State
Police worked the wreck EMS. Murray Fire
Department and CCFR also responded.
• An injury crash was reported on Ky. 121
South at 11:26 p m Sunday
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A brush fire was reported on Stoneside
Drive at 4.27 p m Saturday. Contractors left
tile fire unattended, so CCFR extinguished
them because they were endangering a
dwelling
• A brush tire was reported at 7:20 p.m.
Saturday at Green Plain and Goldenrod
roads The tire was extinguished
Murray Police Department
• A burglary was reported at 104 S 15th St
at 8 04 8.m Friday
• Thomas Broshears. 21, of Murray was

"What forgers will do is go
into the county courthouse, find a
book from a time period they
want to forge a document from
and tear out a blank page."
Kirkwood said.
After the thefts were discovered, the old records room was
locked, Osborne said. But the
records room can't be sealed off
indefinitely.

given a trespass warning after a subiect was
making threats at Northwinds Trailer Park at
12:29 p.m. Friday. Then Broshears was
arrested Saturday for disorderly conduct.
• Someone came into the station at 1 p.m.
Friday to report an assault.
• A dog was reported stolen from 1304
Peggy Ann Drive at 2:22 p.m. Friday.
• A forged check was reported at Pockets
on South Fourth Street at 2:51 p.m. Friday
•A theft was reported at 352 p.m. Friday at
902-B Southwood Drive.
• A theft was reported at Calloway Gardens
D-21 at 4:33 p.m. Friday.
• Two luverules were charged with receiving stolen properly less than $300 after a
shoplifting
pm
al Dawahares at 5:35
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at
1719-8 Brooklyn Drive at 10:13 p.m. Friday.
• Someone came into the station at 11:04
a.m Saturday to report a harassment incident.
• A Sonic employee reported criminal mischief at 6:68 p.m. Saturday_
• Criminal mischief was reported at 7.63
p.m. Saturday at 912 N 18th St
• A bicycle was reported stolen from 1310
Sycamore St at 2:05 p.m. Sunday
• A theft was reported at 209 Maple St at
2.41 p.m. Sunday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 602
Meadow Lane at 2:45 p m Sunday.
• The mailbox at 67 Stanford Drive was
reported vandalized at 4 50 p.m Sunday.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Massey
BP at 6 33 p m Sunday.
• A possible burglary was in progress at
1615 Main St at 8.09 p.m Sunday
• A light was happening in Wal-Mart's parking lot at 8 46 p m Sunday
— Information is obtained frorn reports logs
and citations trona various agencies
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Obituaries
Dan Fain

Oscar Futrell

Dan 1-am, 86, Ky. 94 West, Murray, died Sunday, July 29, 2007,
,it 7:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
An Army veteran of World War U, he was a mem'ft ber of Salem Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Carolyn
Rogers Fain; one brother, James Fain; and one sister,
Melba Ward. Born Oct. 3, 1920, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Elmo Fain and Potter Key Fain.
Survivors include two sons, Jackie Fain and wife, Linda, Kirksey,
and Roger Fain and wife, Kim, Wellington, Colo.; one sister, Mrs.
Martha Jo Rogers and husband, Carrol Martin, Murray; one brother
Billy Pat Fain and wife, Lois, Edgewater, Fla.; four grandchildren;
four great-grandchildren. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.

Private services for Oscar Futrell will be conducted. Burial will
be in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Futrell, 81, Burkeen Road, Dexter, died Thursday, July 26.
2007, at 11 p.m. at his home.
A retired crane operator for Inland Steel in Hammond, Ind., be
was of Baptist faith.
Born Oct. 23, 1925, in Trigg County, he was the son of the late
Phil Futrell and Lilly Jones Futrell. Also preceding him in death
were one sister, Pearl Balentine, and three brothers, Paul, Connie
and Ward Futrell.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Olive Flood, Murray, and
Mrs. Laura Morrison, Dexter: several nieces and nephews.

Ralph W. Black

Robert Woodrow Tomlin
Robert Woodrow Tomlin, 60, Roosevelt Road, Dexter, died
Saturday, July 18, 2007, at 3:50 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of Vietnam War, he was a lifetime member of Disabled American Veterans, and a
member of American Legion Post of Paducah and
Ballard County Eagles Club. Preceding him in death
were his parents, George W.Tomlin and Martha Jane
Small Tomlin, and one stepdaughter, Linda Clark.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Bell Tomlin; one daughter, Mrs. Tanya Tomlin Peyton, one stepdaughter, Laurie Hindy, one
stepson, Thomas Ridgeway, and one grandson, Cody Moore, all of
Benton; several brothers and sisters; several stepgrandchildren and
two stepgreat-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the Marshall
County Memory Gardens. Bro. Brent Clark will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 10 a.m.
Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Si Jude's
Hospital or Feed The Children, P.O. Box 36, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
73101-0036.

Mrs. Mattie Mildred (Millie) White Graves
Mrs. Mattie Mildred (Millie) White Graves, 80, Murfreesboro,
Tenn., formerly of New Concord, Ky., died Sunday, July 29, 2007,
at Adams Place.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Concord Church of
Christ, New Concord Homemakers, Auxiliary Air Force SGT's
Association, Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club and
East Main Church of Christ.
Mrs. Graves had lived in several different locations during her
husband's Air Force career before moving to Rutherford County in
1996 from New Concord. A native of Williamson County and Flat
Creek Community. she was the daughter of the late Leonard S.
White and Ora E. Reed White. Also preceding her in death were
three brothers, Everett. Howard and L.S. White, and two sisters,
Sara White Pate and Louise White.
Survivors include her husband, Timothy M. Graves, to whom she
had been married for 51 years; one son, Charles A. Skinner and wife,
Deborah, Murfreesboro; two grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Jennings & Ayers Funeral Home, 820 S. Church St., Murfreesboro.
Burial will follow in the Graves Family Cemetery in Perry County,
Tenn., at 2 p.m. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8
p.m. Tuesday.

Rev. William Henry Hornbuckle
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The funeral for Rev. William Henry Hornbuckle will be Tuesday
at 11 a.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church. Rev. Ronald
Kendrick, Rev. C.E. Timberlake, Rev. R.L. Jones and Rev. Abraham
Clark will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery
with Imes-Miller Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Rev. Hornbuckle, 77, Spruce Street, Murray, died Friday, July 27,
2007, at 4:15 a.m. at his home. He was former interim pastor of St.
John's Missionary Baptist Church and received an associate's
degree in religion from Burke's Bible College. He was also a former
pastor of Little Union Baptist Church, Elkton; member and former
chairman of the Hopkinsville College of the Bible Board of
Trustees; and missionary for First District Baptist Association of
Western Kentucky.
Rev. Hornbuckle had worked as a pressman for the Murray
Ledger & Times for over 30 years. Preceding him in death were his
wife, Mary Christine Kindl Hornbuckle, and one brother, John
Hornbuckle. Born Nov. 5, 1929, he was the son of the late John
Henry Hornbuckle and Frocie Mae Curd Hornbuckle.
Survivors include one son, William Hornbuckle, two daughters,
Mrs. Mary Hornbuckle Hooker and Mrs. Bettye Harlin, two brothers, Thomas Hornbuckle and wife, Lillie, and James Richard
Hornbuckle, and three sisters, Mrs. Mary Johnson, Charlene
Hornbuckle and Mrs. Thelma Bowers and husband, Melvin, all of
Murray; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
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The funeral for Eugene Hester will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Randy Lowe and
Rev. Charles Westfall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Hester, 53, Graham Road, Murray, died Friday. July 27,
2007, at 11;38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. His father. Radford Hester. and two brothers, Bobby Hester
and Sammie Joe Hester, all preceded him in death. He was born Oct.
7, 1953, in Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cindy Thornton Hester; one
daughter, Mrs. Stephanie Hester Mathis, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one
son. Stephen Hester and wife, Laura. Murray; five grandchildren.
Brooklyn McKenzie Mathis, Murfreesboro, and Shannon, Ethan and
Brianna Hopkins. and Andrew Swan, all of Murray; his mother, Mrs.
Dorothy Brewer Lindsey, and one brother, David Hester and wife,
Jean, all of Murray. two sisters, Mrs. Kathy Henson and husband,
Louie. Murray. and Debbie Kehrer, Kevil; several nieces and
nephe,

The funeral for Ralph W. Black was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Richard Guill and Steve
Cochrum officiated.
Pallbearers were Eric Stembridge, Milton Cochrum, Fred
Douglas, Gary Barnes, Ted Clapp and Michael Black. Burial was in
the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Black, 67, Farmington community, died Friday, July 27,
2007, at 2 a.m. at his home.
Retired from Continental General Tire after 37 years of service,
he was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Sell Black and Jennie
Darnell Black, and two brothers, Dwane Black and Wayne Black.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Milodean Smith Black; one
daughter, Mrs. Jill Black Stembridge and husband, Ray,
Farmington; two sisters, Mrs. Freida Keen, Fulgham, and Mrs.
Dorotha Cochrum, Mayfield; two grandchildren.

Troy J. Osolinski
The funeral for Troy J. Olsolinski was held at Sacred Heart
Catholic Church, Oscoda, Mich., with burial in the White Chapel
Memorial Cemetery, Troy, Mich. Buresh-Bennett Funeral Home of
Oscoda was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Osolinski, 41, Oscoda, formerly of Madison
Heights, Mich., died Thursday, July 5, 2007. He was
born Aug. 30, 1965.
Mr. Osolinski was a graduate of Lamphere High
School and a veteran of the United States Navy.
Preceding him in death were his maternal grandparents, George
Branch Drinkard and Nadine Swift Drinkard of Calloway County,
Ky., one uncle, Danny G. Drinkard, and one cousin, Ronny D.
Drinkard.
Survivors include his parents, Judith Drinkard Schmidt and
Thomas E. Schmidt; one son, Alexander Troy Osolinski; one brother, Kirk Drinkard Osolinski and wife, Eiaina; four uncles, Jerry D.
Drinkard and wife, Victoria, Ronny J. Drinkard, Troy Steven
Drinkard and wife, Cathy, and David R. Drinkard and wife, Dianna;
one aunt, Bobbie Drinkard George and husband,Thomas; five greataunts, Betty Drinkard Coleman, Imogene Drinkard Palmer and husband, Hugh, Betty Swift Hook, Mary Swift Thurmond and Patsy
Swift Mahanna; one great-uncle, Bill Swift and wife, Pearl; several
cousins.

Rice: Arab weapons sale to
boost Iraq, Gulf security
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice said this morning that a
new multibillion dollar military
sales package for Arab nations
will help secure Iraq and promote stability in the Persian
Gulf.
Embarking on a four-day
tour of the region with Defense
Secretary Robert Gates, Rice
said in a statement that the proposed U.S. package, estimated
to be at least $5 billion and as
high as $20 billion, "will help
bolster forces of moderation and
support a broader strategy to
counter the negative influences
of al-Qaida, Hebollah. Syria.
and Iran."
"We are helping to strengthen the defensive capabilities of
our partners and we plan to initiate discussions with Saudi
Arabia and the other Gulf states
on a proposed package of military technologies that will help
support their ability to secure
peace and stability in the Gulf
region," she said.

The new sales to Arab countries, notably Saudi Arabia,
would be counterbalanced with
a more than 25 percent increase
in military aid to Israel over the
next 10 years, enabling the
Jewish state to keep its military
advantage over neighbors with
whom it has no peace deal.
Israel will receive a total of
$30 billion in U.S. military
assistance while Egypt, which
along with Jordan has made
peace with Israel, will get $13
billion as part of the broader
package.
Specific figures for aid to
Saudi Arabia and Gulf nations
like Bahrain. Kuwait and the
United Arab Emirates, first disclosed by senior Bush administration officials on Friday, were
not included in the statement.
Rice said that she and Gates,
who leave for the Middle East
later Monday. would be discussing the amounts with the
governments concerned as well
as Congress, which must
approve the sales.
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CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) With little relationship of their
own yet, President Bush and
British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown point instead to how
much their nations have in common.
The
alliance of the
United States
and
Britain,
though, has
long
been
shaped by personalities
_
Roosevelt and
Churchill,
Reagan
and
Bush
Thatcher, Bush
and Blair. Now Bush and Brown
will find out how much they can
do in a short time.
Brown arrived Sunday at
Camp David, the presidential
mountain retreat 70 miles north
of Washington. It was their first
official sit-down, although they
have met before.
During a private dinner
Sunday and more meetings this
morning, the two leaders discussed strategy on the war in
Iraq, killings in Darfur and
stalled global trade.
The meeting came as the two
men head in different political
directions.
Brown took power just a
month ago, with strong early
marks for his response to terror
threats and catastrophic flooding at home. He faces the tricky
task of helping Bush tackle
world crises without getting too
closely aligned with a U.S.
leader scorned in Britain.
Bush, meanwhile, likes to
size up a fellow world leader in
person and, over time, measure
the person's mettle under fire.
Yet he doesn't have much time
left. And his popularity, along
with a good bit of clout, have
worn away with the war in Iraq.
'What the president wants to
find out is whether the new
prime minister is a rehahie ally,'
said Simon Serfaty. a European
expert at the Center for Strategic

& International Studies. "The
word to use is reassurance. This
is not about a marriage. It's a
date."
Brown, in an op-ed article for.
The Washington Post, said that
in the battle against terrorism.
"it has fallen to America to take
center stage."
Terrorism is "not a cause, but ,
a crime. A crime against human-,
ity," he wrote, calling for a Cold'
War style cultural war against,
extremists' beliefs.
To defeat extremists, Britain'.
and the U.S. must use "all methods of intelligence, all tools of
law and policing, and all the
bravery of our security and mil-.
itary forces," Brown wrote.
Brown said the modern
world's key struggles are "the
battles that engage military
might which we have been
fighting together in Iraq and
Afghanistan."
The two got off to a chatty
start. Brown could be overhead
remarking on how he was honored to be at Camp David, given,
its rich history. Part of that history included a stop by Tony
Blair, Brown's predecessor, in
2001 when Bush barely knew
him, either.
"Do you come here a good
bit?" Brown said Sunday.
"I do," Bush said. Then the
president whisked the prime
minister away on a golf cart
with a flourish _ a 360-degree
spin for fun.
They dined privately over a
meal of roast tenderloin, mashed
potatoes and green beans. The
all-American fare was to continue Monday, with cheeseburgers
and fries for lunch.
In between, the two had a
heavy agenda, in private sessions and with top aides.
Heading into it all, Brown,
downplayed Iraq as a focal
point, although he acknowledged it would be discussed.
Britain has 5,500 troops there,
with filmes movingfrom a
bat role to aiding local Iraqi ,
forces.
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Doing now what
they should
have done then
FRANKFORT,'Ky. — It was so breathtakingly easy.
House and Senate leaders — Democrats and Republicans
along with (1ov. Ernie Fletcher met last week for about
two hours with top officials of Peabody Energy, and they
decided to work together to come up with legislation
everyone can agree on ahead of a special legislative session in mid-August.
That legislation will give Peabody about $300 million in
.tax Incentivipirtn-build a $3 billion plant in Kentucky to
tranaturni coal into gas.
Similar legislation passed both houses earlier this year
hut got sidetracked in all the partisan wrangling that now
is a part of every legislative session.
The issue of tax incentives for the
giant coal conversion plant has been
debated and discussed for weeks this
summer since Fletcher announced he
would call a special session in June to
pass the legislation.
The problem was that Fletcher didn't
do what happened last week — get
everyone together ahead of time to agree
on a specific bill. Fletcher also made the
amateurish misaake of larding up the spe
cial session call with 67 items all
Agree Or designed to help him in the November
Not
election.
By Todd Duvall
That guaranteed the Democratic House
Syndicated
of Representative would have nothing to
Columnist
do with helping Fletcher's re-election bid,
and the House simply adjourned on the
first day and went home The Republican Senate stayed
around for a week, passing Fletcher's bills in a futile
Mort to shame the House into doing the same.
It didn't work, and House Speaker Jody Richards, hardly
noted for strength in the face of Senate President David
Williams, actually took the lead and suggested the meeting
with Peabody officials.
(Perhaps now that Richards' ambition to be governor is
history, we will see a new side to the speaker.)
'the meeting also produced something Fletcher had not
been able to. a virtual promise by Peabody officials that
the plant. will he built in Kentucky if the tax incentives
become law. Illinois and Indiana also have been considered
for the plant
Fletcher was considerably more flexible in other items
that might be included on the agenda for the mid-August
special session.
Most of those other items — approving $420 million in
mostly university construction projecta, domestic partner
health insurance benefits for public employees, a tax cut
for active duty military personnel
can wait until the
regular session that begins in January. Anything that needs
immediate attention and can be pre-approved by Republican
and Democratic leaders can he included in the agenda, but
the goal should he to get in and out of the Capitol as
+mkt!, as possible.
Any prolonged special session now with a lot of partisan posturing would not he helpful to either party or to
I.lei( her • s re-clecni In
One final agreement legislative leaders must reach is
over the pay eaah of the 13$ lawmakers has been earning
over the last three weeks since the House adjourned. The
total amounts to something like Sli00.000 for doing nothing
So far, those House and Senate leaders have been
unable to settle on a method of making the taxpayers
%stiole on the pay issue.
I would think, however, if they can conic up with an
agreement among themselves on $300 million in tax incentives for Peabody energy, surely they and their army of
attorneys working for the Legislatise Research Committee
an find a way to repay the taxpayers the money legislators didn't earn
Otherwise. hack home in their districts, potential opponents will he rubbing their hands together over a campaign
issue handed to them on an $/4110.000 silver platter.
Of course, if Fletcher. Richards and Williams had done
in May what they did last werk, the pay controversy
would not have come up. The tax incentives would be on
the books and lawmakers would be enjoying their summer
vacations instead of packing for yet another trip to the
t•apitii1
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Hollywood culture takes overThe Kennedy definition of politics
was that it "ain't beanball," but as the
Democratic debates on CNN the other
night showed, politics ain't even politics anymore — it's show business a la
Hollywood.
Among the Democrats, the culture of
American politics has succumbed to the
culture of the coke-snorting, boozesoaked Hollywood of Paris Hilton and
Lindsay Lohan and the rest of Tinseltown's decadent and far-Left celebrities.
Things in Hollywood have changed
drastically since my parents' day.
Nowadays we have bizarre incidents
involving pampered. out-of-control
blondes routinely exposing their private
parts, commuting hack and forth from
rehab center to rehab center or the
L.A. Stammer, all while the media celebrates their antics.
Back when my mom and dad were
acting, we also had blondes such as
Jayne Mansfield and Marilyn Monroe.
and even though they were hardly role
models for decent behavior, they managed to show restraint, even when
cavorting with a president of the United States, as in Monroe's case.
The current lack of restraint was on
display the other night when CNN
abandoned any pretense of seriousness
and turned the question-asking function
of the debate moderator over to a
weird conglomeration of clownish
inquisitors via YouTubc.Com.
Instead of walking off the stage at
this degradation of a process allegedly
designed to help voters decide who
should carry their party's banner into
the NM presidential election campaign.
the candidates went along with this
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sham of a debate,
dutifully playing the
role of straight men
to a cast recruited
from Looney Tunes.
On display was the
culture of Hollywood
— the culture of Paris
Hilton and Lindsay
Lohan, the Hollywood
that marches in lockMakin step
with the militant
Sense
Marxists who domiBy Michael
nate the Democrat
Reagan
party today.
Syndicated
Think about it. In
Columnist
an era when the very
survival of civilization
is threatened by ten-orism organized on
a global scale there was not a single
mention of the ongoing war on terrorism, which is costing lives every day.
Instead we have a questioner dressed
as a sock puppet asking about global
warming. Now that's bad enough, but
what is even worse is that he was
taken seriously.
don't blame the debaters for this
debacle as much as I blame CNN for
allowing what was meant to be a
debate to become a venue for Hollywood-style show business. I am surprised that they didn't include among
the questioners Miss Hilton or Miss
Lohan or at the very least, Rosie
O'Donnell.
CNN also managed to include a
question about gun rights from what
they would like the audience to believe
was a typical supporter of Second
Amendment rights to gun ownership —
an AK47-toting fanatic who resembled

I

1

an average American National Rifle
Association member about as much as
Cindy Sheehan resembles an average
Gold Star Mother.
When the culture of Hollywood
dominates politics, the real issues are
stifled — the public is denied an
opportunity to understand that the real
underlying issue is the struggle between
a party that wishes to impose their
Marxist policies and programs on the
nation and the Republicans who don't.
Democrats want big government and
Republicans insist that the best government is the government that governs
the least.
When spectacle edges substance
aside, you get such aberrations being
taken seriously as one candidate's proposal to give free medical care to illegal aliens or another's idea of giving
sex education to five-year-olds.
When the culture of Hollywood
dominates the political discourse you
end up having debates that tell the
American people nothing of substance.
Politics becomes a spectacle something like the Academy Awards where
the participants show up in their most
glamorous attire, mutter a lot of meaningless dialogue, celebrate each other's
celebrity, while the media oglesfrom the
sidelines.
The Hollywood-ized debates are stupid. The other night, CNN went a step
further and made them asinine.
Mike Reagan, the eldest son of the
late President Ronald Reagan, is heard
on more than 200 talk radio stations
nationally. E-mail comments to Reagart@caglecartoons.corn.

Religion of presidential candidates a factor
WASHINGTON I AP) —
When George Romney ran for
the 196k1 Republa.ui presidential
his MOM10111
hentagc was mostly a footnote
It was scancly mentioned in
news accounts of the day. But
for son Min ROITYliry. the family religion prevents a fornadatik political hurdle
The younger Rointry
repeatedly is called On to
defend his membership in the
(hutch of Jesus (twist of Lit
ter-day Saints and as teachings,
encountenng skepticism particularly from Christian conwasa
uses, a key component of the
(i0P base
"I believe that then- arc
some pundits out there that 411hoping Ill distance onselt
from my chiral so that'l) help
me politically And that's not
going to happen." Romney
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Religion has not played so
prominent a role in a U.S.
tuitional election uncle 1960.
when John F. Kennedy became
the first Catholic to be elected
president.
And tea not only Romney
under icrutiny All the Dernocrabc arid Republican presidential hopefuls have been grilled
on their religious beliefs Moat
leern eager to talk puhlicty
about their faith 10 they actively court religious voters.
Democratic Sim Miry

Rodharn
Chilton
em uipliasiie'.
her
Methodist
upbringing
and says her
faith helped
her repair
her marriage
Washington ovalChief
Sen.
Today
Barack
By Torn Raum ()barna freAssociated
quently uses
Press Writer
the language
of religion
and tan...lamas a "personal relationship- with Jesus Christ The
lataticarat
whose
middle name is "Hutson" —
sci.)tis at suggestions of Muslim
leanings became he spent part
of his cluldhExid in Indonma
tic is a member of die United
Church of Christ.
In the mint recent Democratic debate, a pastor in a
Youllibe video asked Democrat
kiln Edwanis to defend his
use of religion to deny gay
marriage. The framer Math
Carolina aerator — a
Methodist -- ta&ed about his
faith and his "enormous conflict- over the issue
Republican Sen. John
Met'ain. an Episcopalian. says.
"I do believe that we are
unique and that God loves us."

Former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckahee, an ordained Baptist
minister. emphasizes his belief
that "God created the heavens
And the earth. To me, it's pretty sample."
Unlike the others. former
New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, a divorced Roman
Catholic who favors abortion
rights, sidesteps such questions,
claiming one's relationship with
(kit] is a private matter. But he
attended Catholic schools and
at one point considered being a
pnest.
Clearly. the religious issue is
the most problematic for Romney. Polls glom he faces
continued misgivings over his
faith. An ABC News-Washington Post poll conducted July
111-21 showed that 32 percent
of those who said they leaned
Republican descnbed themselves
as "taioamforabie" with the
idea of a Mormon president
An earlier poll by the Pew
Research Center said 30 percent of respondents said they
would be less likely to vote
for a candidate that was Mormon. The negative sentiment
rose to 46 percent for Muslim
candidates and to 63 percent
for a candidate who "doesn't
believe in God.Pollster Andrew Kohut.
Pew's direstor. said that
between the law 1960s. when
Romney's father ran, and now

there has been "one of the
great transformations of our
era. There is more mixing of
religion and politics than there .
was then. As a consequence, •
people scrutinize Mormonism
-- or any other religion —
more closely than back then."
He cites the growing influence of the Christian right. the
political activism of tele-evangelists and a trend that has
seen a steady migration of
Oristian conservatives into the
GOP fold, particularly in the
South.
"When the South changed,
it brought the evangelicals with
it." Kohut said.
The links between religion
and governance intensified with
the presidency of George W.
Bush. said Joan Konner. former
dean of the Columbia Journalism Sclaxil. "He brought it up
when he ran for office and he
said Ins favorite phikaopher. in
answer to a question 111 a
debate, was Jesus.
"And then he followed up
on that by faith-based public
funding and vanous other
actions that started to erode
what Americans took for granted as the separation between ,
diurch and state," said Kenner,'
who has studied the interaction
between religion and politics
and is the author of "The
Atheist's Bible
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Garden Department plans
meeting here on Thursday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will open the new club
year with a meeting on Thursday at 1
p.m. at the club house.
"Going Green - One Step at a Time"
will be the theme of the program. The
guest speaker will be Scott Pile, environmental science teacher of Calloway County Middle School.
Hostesses will be Martha Joiner, Elizabeth Pasco and Jane Hardin.
School supplies for Need Line will be
collected.

Democrats to meet Tuesday

Calloway County Democratic Party will
meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
Preparations for the Fancy Farm Weekend and the fall governor's campaign will be discussed. All Democrats are invited.
For more information, contact County Chairman David Ramey
at 759-9905.

South Marshall Class plans reunion
The 1967 graduating class of the former South Marshall
High School will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday, Sept.
15, at Ponderosa in Draffenville. All members of this class are
invited. For more information call Phyllis Wood at 1-270-5271198 or Esther Ford at 1-270-527-3386.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-587.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

CCHS volleyball team plans event
Calloway County High School volleyball team will have a
rebate all day Tuesday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are
asked to place their receipts in the box for the team.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room. All
interested persons are invited.
.t

Veterans will be given assistance
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Benton. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Neighborhood Watch plans meeting

of

New Concord Neighborhood Watch meeting will be tonight
at 7 at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and a representative from the
office of Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum will be present.

Laker Soccer Foundation to meet
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The Laker Soccer Foundation will meet tonight at 6 in the
media center of Calloway County High School. Upcoming
events for the soccer season w ill be discussed. Parents and
anyone interested in the soccer program are encouraged to
attend.

Good Life plans Branson trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will sponsor a trip to Branson, Mo., and the Ozark Mountains Oct. 23-26. For reservations or more information call Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or
e-mail bsykesatthemurraybank.com.

Adult and family education in new place
Calloway County Adult and Family Education has moved
to a new location in the Murray Business Center. located north
of Holiday Inn Express. The address is 1900 North 12th St..
Suite G, and the phone number is still 759-5525. Anica Smith,
coordinator. said "we help folks brush up on their basic skills
so they can pass the GED. ACT, Compass, pre-employment
tests, help the kids in school, and just to become better educated. We also offer English as a second language classes, and
parenting (-fuses, tips and tricks."

Grief Recovery Group scheduled
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Westside Baptist Church is offering a "Grief Recovery
Group" to meet each Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. for eight
weeks at the church. Dorothy Terry Rogers, grief recovery
specialist, will lead the group. This includes grief from death,
divorce, financial. etc. To enroll call the church at 753-8240.

Local Boy Scouts are attending 21st World Scout Jamboree
By CLAYDEAN McCALLON
Boy Scout Writer
In 1907, Lord Robert BadenPowell had a vision and organized an experimental camp on
Brownsea Island in England
which included 22 boys. This
initial experimental camp was
the birth of Boy Scouts. Little did Lord Baden Powell
realize that 100 years later the
Centennial Celebration of
Scouting would be held at
Chelmsford, Essex, England
with an expected attendance
of 43,000 scouts representing
over 200 countries from around
the world.
Joining this celebration are
three scouts from Troop 45
from Murray: Jesse McCallon,
Matthew Parker and Nathan
Watson. These three scouts will
be joining other scouts from
Kentucky and Indiana to form
Troop 211. Scouts from Troop
211, along with their leaders
,departed the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky Airport on July
23 to start their adventure in
England. The scouts will tour
London for four days before
joining the two week festivities at the World Jamboree.
Scouting has always focused
on providing adventure, promoting peace and building
international friendship. As well
as the action packed program
of challenging adventurous
activities, a wide variety of

Phut° prooded
Pictured are Jesse McCallon, Matthew Parker and Nathan Watson, local Boy Scouts, who are
attending the World Jamboree.

activities will provide the (local time) to reflect on their
opportunity for Scouts to dis- scouting memories and recite
cover more about other cultures, their promise.
faiths and issues that affect
The closing ceremony on
the world today. They will share Aug. 8 will have a spectacufriendship gifts and foods from lar performance and fireworks
their home country with other display to help the scouts capscouts.
ture the memories of advenThe scouts are anticipating ture and friendship at the World
the ultimate celebration to be Scout Jamboree.
held on Aug. 1. All scouts
As the World Jamboree
from around the world are comes to a close, Jesse,
encouraged to stop at 8 a.m. Matthew and Nathan will have

had a wonder filled adventure.
Their adventures will not end
with this Jamboree because they
know Boy Scouts will always
have other exciting adventures
awaiting them. Whether it will
be hiking the Appalachian Trail,
hiking the trails at Philmont,
sailing with Sea Base or rafting the northern Boundary
Waters, scouting has unlimited opportunities and challenges
to experience.

erns/Patsy
Green, Loretta
Mann/Cathy Nash;
Hole
#
Beth
6
Easterwood/Linda Easterwood,
Pat Vincent/Linda McDade,
Judy Andrews/Peggy Crews;
Hole
#
7
Melva
Hatcher/Patsy Neale, Sondra
Edwards/Melonie Lowe, Kathy
Gifford/Alicia Allen;
Hole
#
9
Belinda
Elliott/Susie Dick, Paula Norton/Susan
Norton,
Linda
Orr/Pam Williams;
Hole # 11 Matilda Cain/Sue
Collins, Nancy Rogers/Vicki
Singleton, Claudene Epps/Linda
Jones;
Hole # 12 Laura Parker/Mary
Alice Smith, Shirley Wade/Janet
Kirk, Anna Coleman/Freda
Steely;
Hole
#
13
Jennifer
Crouse/Peggy Noel, Betty Jo
PurdorrilLinda Burgess. Della

Denise Windsor and Carolyn
Hargrove, first place, and Cathy
Young. Melva Hatcher and Deborah Boyle, second place.
according to Melonie Lowe,
chairman. This group will play
on Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at
the club .
Winners of golf play at the
Oaks on July 25 were Janet
Kirk, Mary Alice Smith and
McKenzie Ward, guest. first
place,Shirley Wade, Beuy Hassell and Carolyn Greenfield,
second place, and Della Miller,
Bronda Parker and Joe Anne
Auer, third place, according to
Janet Kirk, chairman. This golf
play will be held again on
Wednesday. Aug. 8. with Della
Miller and Carolyn Greenfield
as hostesses. Sign-up is not
necessary.

Ladlesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will host the
annual two-person Betty Shepard Golf Tournament on
Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m.
Pairings for the event are
as follows:
Hole
#1
Vicki
McCleary/Betty Vowel, Sherri
Heeke/Mary Bain, Faye Brundidge/Linda Brann;
Hole # 2 Leta Taylor/Mary
Bogard, Marcia Pritchett/Gail
Elliott, Julia Bnnididge/Lauren
Hughes;
Hole # 3 Diane Lewis/Joan
Scott, Betty Owen/Joy Greengrass. Samantha William/Sherri Henson;
Hole # 4 Sue Outland/Kathy
McNutt, Carita Boggess/Denise
Windsor,
Delana
McCuiston/Helen Tucker;
Hole
#
5
Rowena
Sanders/Brenda Payne, Ve Sev-

KenlakeladiesGoll
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League met at the Bill Hamrick
Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park on Wednesday for
golf play.
Present were 12 ladies.
Winners were Gloria Thies, first place; Lisa Toon, second
place, and Ina Horton, third place.
Joann Welsh was closest to the pin on #1 and Mary Neale
Barton had a chip in on #1 for a birdie.
Applications are being taken for the Invitational Tournament
to be held Wednesday. Sept. 19. Players are asked to contact
Ina Horton at 1-270-354-9346 for more information.
Regular golf play will be Wednesday at 8:15 a.m. All lady
golfers are invited.

LadlesoffelurravCountryelub
The Ladies of the Murray Country Club played golf on
July 25 at the club.
Patsy Green, hostess, has announced the winners as follows:
Championship flight - Betty J. Purdom, low gross; Debbie
Hixon and Linda Burgess tied for second place;
First flight - Freda Steely, low gross, Cindy Cohoon, low
net;
Second flight - Patsy Green, low gross, Barbara Gray, low
net;
Third flight - Susan Johnson, low gross;
Nine hole golfers - Helen Dunn, first place, Ann Stanley
second place.
The ladies will play golf on Wednesday at the club with
the line-up to be made that morning. Barbara Gray will bc
hostess.

Regular hours given for
Alcoholics Anonymous
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 6151 South 12th St. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Monday, closed, nonsmoking 6 p.m. and open, 8
p.m.; Tuesday, AA closed, nonsmoking, 8 p.m.; Wednesday,
closed, non-smoking, at II a.m.,
Women's closed non-smoking,
6 p.m. and Big Book Study
meeting, closed smoking, 8
p.m.; Thursday - 8 p.m. open
smoking; Friday, New Corners
meeting open at 8 p.m.; Satdi
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. 2
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
EVERYDAY THRU AUG. 5
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urday - open, non-smoking 10
a.m., speaker meeting open
smoking, 8 p.m.; Sunday,
closed. non-smoking 4 p.m.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or Jack L, at 703-8146.

no tinted01111011101/101t 1111011191111141,.*the liad

No Reservations
PG - 1:20 - 3:40' 7:30 - 945

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 11477-447-2004.

Miller/Lisa Carver;
Hole
14
Virginia
Howard/Susan Oates, Martha
Woolf/Beverly Solomon, Cathy
Thompson/Partner;
Hole 16 Patsy Woodall/Carolyn Greenfield, Kim Marshall/Rhonda Garland, Denise
Franklin./Deedy Thomason;
Hole
#
17
Loretta
Earles/Gloria Thies, Ina Horton/Sue
Hetford,
Ann
Tynes/Donna Tucker;
Hole. ill Sue Jordan/K.11y
Buchanan, Betty McM'anus/Sue
Gillespie, Donna Sims/Becky
Bennett.
The tournament is open to
all members and outside players. For information call the
Oaks Pro Shop at 753-6454
or Sherri Heeke at 227-9467.
In ladies golf scramble play
at the Oaks on July 24 at 5:30
p.m. winners were Patsy Neale,
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'yrnakon Cak 753-3314 :
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1-1L—E HEALTH NURSES
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Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs
for our Home Health Department. Laptop
computers are pros ided for patient charting.
Full-tone and pat tinw positions and flexible
schedules arc a‘ailahle
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following posi
lions Full-time LPN
We otter competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Apply it'
person at Brinhaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025

•

Summar% prepared

by
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

•
Number )007.1444

Ordinance
An ordinance zoning an R-4 'multi family maidenof
at) i rt2 portion
tut • I 472 acre tract of land and
right of way located at 170 llterback Road and
fol
owned by Keith and Hazel Brandon based on the an
lowing findings 1 the property is contiguous to y
Ft-4 1,mi NI distrait to the east and Ii the propert
is being
owner regueot,c1 11-4 zoning si the property
used as rental property
s Ii Thomas Rushing
It "Mono. Rushing Manor

provide excellent benefits, a competitive
salary paetige.sign on bonus,& a career ladder program Intercned candidates should
send resume or apply in person
lienr County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris.TN 38242
731-644-8472
org
c-tn.
Othcm
cowen

Attest
w. Harla McClure
Herta McClure I 'itv Clerk
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Summary prepared by
Warren 11.•pluns eIty Attorney

Spying I'reek Health
(are located at 1401
South 114th Street.
Murray, Kentucky is
wrepting bids for 5
landscaping
small
project. Please con
tact Sandra Dick at
270-787-3661 no later
p m Friday.
than 4
August :1 2007

A child needs yo(J,
Become a foster parent. up to $36/day

270-443WKUMFS
9004
of
BFIITTHAVEN
Benton is currently

Drivers
STUDENT
notice sign for cars a
Sandra D's 94E 293

accepting applicabons
In! the following poet bons Certrlied Nursing
We offer
Assistants
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package APO/ in person at Brotthaven of

3616

Benton

2607

Street

Hwy

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

OASIS/OBQI
COORDINATOR HOME
HEALTH
henry County Medical Center is seeking a
()ASIS/08Q1 Coordinator for our Home

I fealth Department. Coordinator responsible for all OASIS/QI activities and training and education of staff as it relates to
OASIS and ORQL
registered nurse with 2 year,
experience licensed in Tennessee. Home
Health and QI experience preferred.

Main
641S

KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
PLEASE

Benton.

Must he

a

We offer excellent benefits, a competitise
salary package. sign-on bonus & a career
ladder program. Interested' candidates
‘hould send resume or apply in person
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industrial
time
mactvne experience
required Call tot en
40porament 270- 753Ful

instructor
teach
to
. needed
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7$1 3737
DANCE

machine
2nd & 3rd

579.1

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

and 4f.)1K

with

may be lust the place

for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
APPIY at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071

(270)753-6111
Foster
reward
Parenting
yourself by making d
difference Call 1-866

ENJOY

30-NECCO

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is
270-753-1927
EXPERIENCED grill
cook wanted Days
only Must work weekends Apply in person
before 2PM No phone
Hungry Bear
calls

it

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

r.•,lur•

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Call me today

201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Ron Salim
759-1565 Cell 210-2533
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Commercial Waste Kite.
Disposal
amp

1 1,141,
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All Types of Refuse Service ZIP

0m Arm,

& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoahng - Hauling

TN LA. /58303• KY DOCE60221 ME213.37

Tony Travis

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

270-753-2279

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1.916
and place your ad today!

Restaurant
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060

NETWORK TECH
SUPPORT ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Network Tech Support Analyst for our
Department.
Systems
Information
Position is responsible for system hack-

a

ups. managing enterprise software, and
troubleshooting network devices such AS
PC. and printers
Interested candidates must possess strong

orgamiational and ,onimunication skills.
omtation
30%411.1d11: degree in 1. timputeritnf
yy %lCir of 1. OMNI.able degree
Ac pnic ide an excellent benefit and salars
package including health, vision, dental
and retirement Interested candidates
chotild send a resume or apply in person

Ih•nry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Park,TN 38242
731-644 8472
ccastentitheme-tn.org

LOCAL CPA turn has
permanent part-time
posaton for person war
computer bookkeep
Iry payroll. and sales
experience
tax
OuckbooSs a plus
Reply to PO Box
1040-IN Murray KY
42071

r

HELP WANTED
Peet/Full time 3 shifts

daffy 7 days a week
Mt after paid
training • Benefits
Contact is. now,
1 -11110-974-JOSS or
vevns 111111011174+obs co
in
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Help Wooled

of the final product

WVERTISING SALES

mploter

Feral Oppurtolkis 1.
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Appliance

416 1-800-585-6033

IS NOW HIRING for INDUSTRIAL and CLERICAl. positions Complete an
online apphy awn at https lleapp adecco coal,
tip code 42001 You MUST call 800403-9970

Sandra's School
of Dance

*

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Murray.
DO you love

MY CLIFNTS

— PREPLANNING —

Bonus Annuity,

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individ-

Our culture is one of a
environment
team
made up of individual
employees who are

ual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for nest regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral. wntten and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal onented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on

self-motivated, with a

high standard tor quality and who are able to
think for themselves

Spc:irtable Scoreboards
otters a competitive
wage and benefit package including health
insurance paid vacation paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan

experience.

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray. KV 42071

when completed Industnal positions require
onsile drug screening
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011111.11/10 MORI

ANNOUNCES
REGISTRATION

ble that
You are responsible for the deducti
$131 on
e does not pay $992 on Part A.

AI Inn

Adecco

-1752

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

01114/101 KWh
14111163116117

I ot,k I

7

Vasts

304 Mao St
I
Nom,.n
,1707104110

hcmc-tn.org
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Lou V. McGary

Does Your Policy Pay 1009E of
the Deductibles?

._,g4tiewi4•AUMW0al

I 1, 1 /Ili

11 el 11, 1.11

INSURANCE

labgDo

060

Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472

Henn

1 Lire 1

Nun

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTO

EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
CHILD care center
seeking experienced
help Afternoons and
day shift available
Apply in person at
1406-B N 12th St

VISA
Immo

Intervsted applirants must apply by
rtsumr only: inters jests aill by
granted to gimlet-all applicants
%VIER rtstimes are rcl kw ed.
‘Itsoltitcls nil ini-lhe-spot
inters Wu. Still be tnimIntlill
P1111.VE

1'1.1: 1.%/.

Ad% erusing Sales Po%ition
NIurra Ledger S. I inn P.O. Box 1040-Z
Nlurra. K1 42071

The sena.' conununity sc.! it,,, I ittpl•,!. awn'
Program contracted by West Kentucky Allied
Services. Inc is seeking indis'duals who are 55
years u4 age Of older and irksome eligible. to
receive paid training in Ballard. Calloway.
Hickman.
Graves
Fulton.
lisle.
st.Cracken. and Marshall Counties The applicant will be placed in their prospective counpart time with
ties This program is considered
appls
a TA !MUM of 20 NUR per week To

rkme contact farina York or Melissa Parctunan

FEMALE

student in

wheelchair looking to
a personal care attendant Duties include:
Assistance with shower. dressing errands.
etc Must be nexibie
have clean driving
record Some travel

Experience
train
right person. Please
send resume to PCA
23267.
Box
P0
Owensboro KY 42304
email
or
sobarp0yahoo con,

required

preferred

but voill

NOW taking appnce
Ions for all pas/Hone
and all .ms. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-M. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone cabs
ORGANIST needed at
St Peter Episcopal
Church. Gilbertsvelle for
music
liturgical
Sundays tor 10A11•4
ammo Contact Co
at 270-748-5257

at 1270i 247-44146 or 1-900-294-2731.

This Pntievt is funded in pan under a contract
with the Purchase Area Drselopmera Dolma,
the Kentucky I)epartrneni tor Health Services
with funds (ram LlS Drpartmeni for Health
and Human Sets ices
ta A AS is an Equal ()pportunits I mploser

to
RETURNING
school/ Need extra
Immediate
cash?
openings tor MI& pen
time employees Pato c
Restala '
1680s
Grand Rivers. KY
736-2515

RN Of

If you are career-onented and would like to
of
part
become
team
Sportable s
email resume to recrurt

LPN needed to

mg° scoreboard 1 corn Of

busy medical practice
Send resume to P.O.

complete an application at 106 Max Hurt
Drive. Murray

Box 1040-X. Murray.
KY 42071
SPORTABLE

e

Scoreboards has a day
shift, entry-level production position availThis full time
able
position requires the
use of small hand tools,

lle &Palmy

such as dries and rivet
guns. the ability to read
and follow a wring
schematic. the onstalla
lion of pre-assembled
electronic components.
wrong harnesses arid
digit display systems
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9563
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

MINA COMPUTERS
A• Certified Technician
Serviced repairs
75t3556

We make house calla at
no extra charge!
Various Computing

Services

SPECIAL WI:INRY $.15/hd
Call 2711205-9490 or see
www iestercomputerrepair COT

.
,

-0-sr

ir-IP.Pb...0.11".
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Monday, July 30, 2007 • -

Ouy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Calhoon Construction, LLC

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42(171

General Contracting

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
.
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
FIREPLACE
insert
21-x25 489-2741
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

One and 1\vo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.j)
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

linima Fix rant
28R duplex, nice.
CM/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

Sill -110K %LA.
'A Dater Place to Store"
Hwy 12IN, across from
National Guar! Armory
270-7."9-n5n5
11...V1 1 'NITS

26R near MSU,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
3BR 2BA duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
48R 28/1, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

ONE to three acres
Southwest area suited
for budding home 7534573. 293-5572
150
Articles
For Salo
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
lots of jets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FRESH Home Grown
Vegetables. Purple hull
peas.
shelled
&
unshelled. Must other
vegetables grown in
garden. Call James
Sills 227-2162

'ictOrial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

service

PARTS 8
Keith's Lawn & tractor
759-9831
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound.
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St. 7590901
[
11331Applebes

a

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
I. •
; •
Murray
(210) 753-1713

,s

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area. 7531011
to
of

or
tot

1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts 166
(270)978-0
2000 Clayton 16x80
28A,
Vinyl siding.
like new 27
2525
GOVERNMiNT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero clown' Your
land or family land
731484-4928 Ends
August 15
REDUCED' 197 28x70
3BR 26A Must sell
270-527S29.500
6604

NEON BEACH
PAINI•STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Duplex 2-BR. 1-Bath.
CA-VA. Appliances &
W/D furnished.
Lawn care included
No pets. 1 -year Lease
$425/month plus
deposit. 304-A South
6th.
615-907-4955
LARGE 1BR with
closets, located
on campus behind
Bradley Book
Company $300/mo.
(270)293-4602
LARGE finished basedowntown,
ment,
shared utility, great for
couples, no pets, reference required. Call
(270)350-1863
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university. Like
new large 26R CM/A.
Low utilities. Ouiet.
What you've been
looking for. $425/mo. +
deposit. (270)9780913
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today,
75.341162.
Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
Included 757-9948

Jed,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
i
Cor Elra
rierleal Prop. For Rsnt
BUILDING for rent
$1,500/mo. great location on 12th St. 2937670
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905. 2931480

swims
AKC Registered Shih
Tzu puppies. 3 males
white with brown mark
'rigs, $300. 753-8519
after 4PM
DOG Obedience
436-2858
REGISTERED Great
Dane puppies, 1-male,
1 -female, parents on
$500
premises.
(270)759-1771
puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC. CKC, dew claws
shots.
removed,
&
wormed,
male
female. 5300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

SHEEP and cows 4892741
WANT to buy hay for
cows 731-247-5776.
731-642-2555

lbws,For Rea

• n

$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

1 OP 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1BR 113A, washer &
dryer included. $375
Cal Campbell Reehy
759-8780
1BR near MSU, other
locations avalleble.
appliances. CoMmen
RE 753-99911

28R 28A, garage nea
college, mint condition,
$650 month 216-9738841
38R. 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5258
BRAND new 3811 213A,
1,500 sq.ft. home in
country subdivision
Almo area Large yard.
concrete dnve. $750
per month. Contact
Angie at 293-8738
owner/realtot

1BR. various locations.
$200-$300 Cabman
RE 753-909e
iedroom. all appliiiCambridge
ances,
erpe 793-6968

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

A&F Warehousing
Neer MSU $20-50
753-7668

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended. which makes rt illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, COSOr, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
Of discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
aocept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
% readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity bases

FIRST TIME
OFFERED'
Lakefront w/dock
$74,900
1+ AC Lake Access
$34900
w/FREE Boat Slips,
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake' Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat'
Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
ext 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC

FSBO 1.900 sq.ft.
4BR/2BA,
2
ca
w/attached workshop
Murray schools, Irving
room, family room
w/fireplace,
large
kitchen,
updated
fenced backyard 9781026

r

Kentucky Lake House For Rent
2 flail( house ii MI a
lakc front %kali oil oitallot4. reterlooking: the
mairi Jaku. It
furni‘lierl ii rift a
prii
L. gas linuplaix.. gas grill. Dish
\
Hai mind 1
MI)and •11rround siitiuid,Mill pls'Ilh III
•p:14.T.
11%441 stun. ,1 1141111ANSIII.

It,

AI M/S. ISCI

hor 24 1/rmih, / r

i

,or lirrorrhA
thirrat

Call (270)436-5091
I'o, this','
00000 and lialialnitt.1

Visit
www.murrayledger.com
Lob For Sais
LOTS for sale. South
west neighborhood in
city limits. Residential
lot on quiet cul-de-sac.
King Drive. $21,000
080. 753-9778, 270978-7291

200 ac farm in north
731-247
west TN
3984
AortsP
1 to 295 acres. Wes
Calloway.
Owner
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
16
on
acres
Backusburg
Road.
489-2994
Kirksey
(270)831-0419

I \1 \1! 1)1 1 I I
I )1 I I I: I I II I '

Homes For Sale
"OWNER
FINANCING***
405 S 5th St. 3BR
IBA, $3,000 down,
$450 month. 753-2222
1546 Spring Creek Dr.
$339,900. Call for appt.
270-759-1327
1904 Gatesborough
Or 4BR 3BA, 2,600
sq.ft., large deck, hot
tub, $160,000. 2938705
38R 28A charmer on
94W, 5 miles out.
Landscaped manufactured home with carport. Permanently set
on 7 acres with stock
pond and 2 outbuildings. Room for horses
and/or garden Priced
to sell. Call for appointment. Day 227-1034 or
227-1033. evenings
435-4492
38R 28A vinyl home
with metal roof in country Kirksey area 1,800
sq ft hardwood floors
$74,900 Call Angie at
The Lakes Real Estate
293-8738
ifmiles from MSU. 2 or
3 bedrooms, 28A, full
basement 970-2182,
554-0367
CHARMING, specious
Dutch Colonial home
on beautifully landscaped corner lot one
block from Murray High
School. 4 bedrooms. 3
baths Living room/din
Wig room combination
Eat-in kitchen Large
recreation room
2
unique decks Recent
include
windows,
dual-fuel heat pump.
roof shutters, lawn,
and interior and exteripainting
1710
or
Magnolia Drive. Call
227-5414

improvements
replacement

FSBO: Gatesborough
hi-level. 48R 38A. inpool
ground
$250.000 293-2418

BOAT, 3 motors, $450
753-6012
14FT. fishing boat, Dilly
trailer, 15HP Johnson
motor,
Motorguide
trolling motor, $825.
Call (270)759-3231
14FT. Jon boat with
trailer, 25HP Evinrude,
$975. 293-7035
1996 Harris Classic
pontoon boat. 24',
Yamaha 115HP motor,
excellent
condition,
fully loaded. 753-9959.
759-4442 after 6PM

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& landscaping
Satedartion guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
5%

VN, A. watts, i i
erti
ers.uoin
12-1)i-61-1 1011i

Since 1986
24 noun WPM=
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or small

753-9562
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

MCICINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREET
753-3500

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

04- & 1/2 Polaris
Sportsman 4x4, 700
EFI, electric winch, 53
hours, 328 miles. like
new. $5.500. 436-2072
evenings 809-2501
work
Aub Parts

28.5 acres,
$2,000/acre. Mitchell
Story Rd. 293-1437

JOE'S JOBS

•

FREE

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606
USW Vanish*
2003 Ford Escape XLT.
4dr, new tires, cold air,
all power. excellent
condition,
25mpg,
,
87.000 m
$8,500/0130. 759-5848
'02 Honda Passport
LX, 2wd. leather, sunroof, new tires, power
windows and locks,
cruise, tilt, 6-CD player, 109,000mi.
$10,500. 293-5519/day
498-8950/evenings
Mercury
1997
Mountaineer, V8. AllWheel Drive, Fully
Excellent
Loaded.
153,xxx
Condition.
miles, $3.800 or trade
for 7 270-759-3900

REDUCED'
2000 4D Chevy
Cavalier, $3,750, 10814
mu., recent tires and
brakes. good A/C. 2936824
1993 Mercury Cougar.
46K miles, AC. CD
player, good condition.
$2,500- 270-753-5983
1989 Jeep Wrangler.
1963 Chevrolet 4 door
hard top Impala 270492-8790
Campers
HI-LO pull behind
camper Couch and
table/seats convert into
beds Refrigerator, air
heater, toilet, stove
awning,
hydraulics.
$2,000 firm. 293-7814
2005 Cougar travel
trailer 2 slides, 2 bed
rooms. sleeps 8, 34ft
been
long,
never
smoked in. nor animals
inside 270-753-6174
Trailer is located at
3335 St RI 121S.
Murray

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured 4373044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Ch..k Van Buren

Mitchell Bros.
Pa% ing
759-85111
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPI

Pa,lag. St Ar.atitou
Malin!!
11)%1 114 \\
270-753-2279

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

iCitight's
Carpet 6 Floors
Over Ilan ap.
Seim &

753-7728
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
CUSTOM 811U10/1118
D-6 H 12 ft Nacle
clearing, lance rows
iticierbrushing. ponds
waterways
19 yrs expewence
Grp Renfro.
'270.1134371'

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
HAI vs
%A\'-.11
MANA(.1 \

\

HANDYMAN
Do you need help')I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home. 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq.
ft. Sidewalk included.
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

wHITE
CONSTRUCTION
Spet.ializing at puttied
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

ingl
aks Property

11,idabh

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remod
No lob too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
SNOW'S Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair. rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
654
731-642-6939.
Hobby Rd., Pans, TN
38242
WEST Calloway
County Development.
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe & septic systems.
For sale: top soil, gravel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs.
Lots for sale: Landon
Hills Subdivision,
270-210-3781, 270559-2032

Horoscope

519-2713
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
D• eer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
'Liming and Fertilizing
"Spraying
"Bedding area Design
and Construction
-Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
1270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONUGHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter CiaaNng
Screen Repair
Fr.e EMMONS

Read the
classified
section
daily!

/111:111101100 Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July 31, 2007:
You might want to head in a new direction or direct your energy elsewhere this year. Know when to stop holding yourself back. Your creativity emerges when dealing with various situations and the abovementioned issue. Move on what you think are creative issues by the
new year to maximize your success factor. You find that someone
you look up to could be very difficult this year. Often you juggle many
different interests. If you are single, love will hit soon enough, if it hasn't already. If you are attached, your relationship could start sizzling.
Let it happen. A creative issue could occur. PISCES draws you out.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your fiery side emerges, taking you in a new direction. Count
on passion as you greet life right now. Question the financial ramifications of a situation. Listen to your inner voice, and you'll come up
with answers. Tonight: Vanish. You need a break.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might hit your share of collisions. Though hard-pressed to
believe the issue is you, it could be just that. Loosen up and decide
what feels right. It you follow your instincts, you'll get results.
Meetings and friends play significant roles. Tonight: Beaming as Only
you can
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** You know how to deal with others' tempers, but can you
deal with your own anger? Understand that you too need to process
and get to the bottom of problems. No more refusing to deal with feelings -- OK? Tonight: Take
place at the helm of
ship.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to diversify your many different interests
and decide what works. If you hit a problem, realize far more is at
work than you realize. Investigate and discover your options carefully. Tonight: Know what you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be most irritated with a boss or someone who
holds a lot of power. Thrashing around and being angry will not help.
Gain control and decide to have that long-overdue discussion. Set
the mood and then start the talk. Tonight: Happy as a cat being with
that special person.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You want to decide which way to go. If you are intngued by
someone's outburst, you might want to understand how valid it is.
Explore your options, and you'll discover that others might have some
very strong views. Tonight: Enjoy the moment.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Your fiery nature helps you make a difference. Your ability to
relate to and understand others proves to be significant You might
not realize just how much you challenge someone until he or she
reacts. Tonight: Nurture someone, and he or she will feel secure.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might be slightly more rigid than you realize. You want matters your way and only your way. 11 you want to understand others'
reactions, walk in their shoes. What goes down could change a lot.
Tonight: Your creative juices flow.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to take a leap of faith. Understand what
makes a situation so volatile and question the end results. Your
sense of humor and fun emerge by the afternoon. You also might
want to spend a touch more time by yourself. Tonight: Easy does it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Expenses get a bit out of control as you deal with someone
head-on. Get past a problem and understand what needs to happen.
loose and easy when dealing with the many caring people in
Stay
f
your life. Tonight: Make calls, and if possible. get together with a

your

your

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to discuss a situation more carefully that
involves someone you care about. This person is most certainly on a
tirade, which could be a problem. Chill and back off. You will make
strong decisions. Tonight: Treat yourself'
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Say as little as you can today, remembering that tomorrow is
most certainly another day. In fact, with this attitude, you could lighten
considerably when dealing with others. The afternoon has its
rewards. Tonight: Do your thing.

up

BORN TODAY
Actor Wesley Snipes (1962), actress Geraldine Chaplin (1944), actor
Dean Cain (1966)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at http://wwwfacquellneblgar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. literally, thousands,
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery rio vi nen ,xne
S. Interior design services designed to fit yovr budget omoswr then
Frown design to febncahon to professonel installatton, rctr work Is done
114
,
1 is, hv our friend's, stiff
Come check out the Reed ?Merlon dtfference for youraefff

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl. fences.
etc (270)527-7176

9Z4mmt

sedErsiosso.

4011 S. 12th $t. • 783-8321
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N.Ionday, July 30, 2007

20 years ago
the Kentucky Transportation
ichinethasawardedctmUactsW
sephice two bridges on Ky 346
am1 to replace the bridge on
Kockhouse Creek east of US 641
pettier and 4 bridge on Brushy
( leek one Mlle Cast of Dexter
Ky. 11424
Births repotted include a girl
I.. Lou and Ricky Melton. July
a girl to Ginger and David
Myers, Jul) 26, a girl to Kellse
..iut Earnest McCoy. a boy to
teresa and Stanley Colson and a
NI to Teresa and Roy Williams.
July 27. a girl to Rhonda and
Kenneth Seiblom and a girl to
Sandra and Marshall McGuire.
July 28
30 years ago
A total ot 4511 students at
Murray State University have filed
..pplications for degrees to be
.,varded during the summer WM1.,ea4ernent exercise'. on Aug 5
..: Lovett auditorium. according
WilsimGarm.duecwrofadmisBirths reported include a boy
MI and Mrs Joshua Tatiers
Ii July 9, J boy to Mr and

Mrs Rick Herbert, July 19. a

COMICS / FEATURES
Alcoholic husband's suicide Shakes, nausea might be
continues to haunt his wife result of overmedication

Murray Ledger & Times

looklagBack
II years WO
Published is a picture of workcr. at Murray State University
c leering away the debris from
seseral cars near Wilson Hall that
...ere totaled by A downed tree
during the Violent 1401-111S on the
mght of July 28
Murray -Calloway
County
im Team finished the season
ith a h83-642 sictory over the
t. im from Mathumville YMCA
Mr and Mrs Glen Scherffius
Kelso will he married 50 years
Aug 2
Births reported include a boy
t. Ranch, arid Beth Sanders, May

*Ewe

girl to Mr and Mrs. Danny Lee,
July 20; a boy to Mr and Mrs
Max Dowdy, July 21
10 years ago
Murray Lions Club's Guests
ot the Month art Mr and Mrs.
Don Phillips and son. Marty. of
Baton Rough. La. who were
enroute home from a visit in Oak
Past. Ill., when they were stopped
for the honors by the club. They
were given a night's lodging at
Murray Plaza Motel, dinner and
breakfast at Triangle Inn, car serviced and filled with gas at Murray Esco Station and a can of
popcorn from Ellis Popcorn Company This was the second guests
of the month for the summer season hosted by the Lions Club.

50 years ago
The Murray City Council has
issued a notice to all motorists
to refrain from following the Murray Fire Ikpartrnent Trucks when
they are rushing to a lire. Fire
Chief Flavil Robertson had
requested this action by the council.
Riley (1 Arnold was the speaker at the annual Calloway County Farm Bureau picnic held July
27 at the Murray City Park, Mary
Nell Myers of Lynn Grove High
School and Jimmy Thompson of
Murray Training School were
crowned as Queen and King at
the picnic
60 years ago
Seventy-two students have
applied for degrees at the close
of the summer session at Murray State College, according to
Mrs Cleo Gillis Hester. registrar.
Four are for master's degrees and
the rest for bachelor's degrees.
The Calloo ay. County Horse
Show will be held at 'Murray
State College Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium Aug 7 and 8, according to Jim Moore, chairman

DEAR ABBY: Can you go
to Al-Anon if you had a husband who was an alcoholic,
but is dead? He committed
suicide with a 5.0 blood alcohol level.
I have been a mess for the
last two years I can't sleep,
can't concentrate and
don't enjoy
anything. I
would really like to be
able to talk
with people
who understand what
Dear Abby living with
an alcoholic
is like and
By Abigail
won't blame
Van Buren
me for what
he did, as most of his family does. But I hesitate to go
to Al-Anon.
What can I do to get over
thc self-inflicted death of a
man I'll never stop loving'? - HURTING IN HOUSTON
DEAR HURTING: Please
accept my deepest sympathy for
the tragic loss of your husband. There are several things
you can do to heal yourself.
The first is to recognize that
the symptoms you describe are
signs of chronic depression for
which you will need professional help -- so pick up the phone
and ask your doctor for a referral to a therapist.
While I am sure you would
be welcome at Al-Anon, another group that would also welcome you with open arms is

fodayloHistory
By The Associated Press
today is Monday. July.J0, the
'11th day of 2007 There are 154
lays left in the year
Today's Highlight in History.
on July lti. 1445. during World
ns.it It, the battle cruiser USS
,odianapillis, which had lust delis .1dti k I Intwnents ha the atonuc
that would he dropped on
was torpedoed by a
cpanese submarine. iinly 316 out
.r
1.2(51 men survived the
rit me and shark ink-sled waters

On this date.
In 1619, the first representative assembly in America convened in Jamestown, A'a
In 1729, the city of Baltimore
was founded
In 1792, the French national
anthem "La Marseillaise." by
Claude Joseph Rouge! de Lisle, was
first sung in Paris by troops lunying from Marseille
In 11144, the New York Yacht
Club was founded
In 11164 ,turiny the Civil War.

Union forces toed to take Petersburg. Va.. by exploding a gunpowder-filled mine under Confederate defense lines Die attack
tailed
In 1932. the Summer Olympic
(lams opened in Los Angeles
In 1942, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt signed a hill creating a
women's auxiliary agency in the
Navy known as "Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency ServiceWAVES for short.

the American Association of

•••

DEAR ABBY: I want you
to know you have helped me
find a way to spend more time
not only talking with my fiance,
but, also sharing our thoughts
and values. We have been
together more than two years.
*Marshall' isn't much of a
talker, while sometimes I just
ramble on. 1 suspect Marshall
often agrees with me just to
get me to shut up.
Well, I have been reading
your column archives online
recently and have started sharing some of the letters with
him. I read them aloud and
ask him how he would respond
to them and why. After he
answers, I tell him my feelings on the subject. The broad
range of issues in your column helps up discuss importarn issues that don't normally come up in conversation.
Marshall and I agree most
of the time, but not always.
When we don't agree. we discuss how we would compromise if we were in the same
situation as the person writing the letter. Then we read
your response. This has helped
us realize things about each
other that we hadn't previously and has definitely brought
us closer together. Thank you!
-- LOYAL READER IN
SAN ANTONIO
DEAR LOYAL READER:
You're welcome. I'm pleased my
co:umn is helping you and
your fiance to better communicate. However, before you
and Marshall finally tie the
knot, allow me to offer a suggestion that could help you head
off numerous serious problems
before they become issues. It's
premarital counseling, and it
North dealer.
will facilitate meaningful discussions regarding money, sex, Last-West vulnerable.
NORTH
children and religion, to name
•A 7 5 2
a few of the topics.
IPAQ.165
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DEAR ABBY: My soonto-be-e -h u sband's secretary
keeps giving my 16-year-old
daughter extravagant gifts for
Christmas. One year it was a
complete Tiffany jewelry set
(earrings, necklace and ring).
This past year. *Donna* gave
my daughter a S200 gift certificate to an expensive clothing store and another $200
one at a trendy cosmetics store.
Should I be suspicious? -EAST COAST MAMA
DEAR EAST COAST
MAMA: No. by now you
should be convinced.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 69-year-old male in good
health. Every time I have routine blood work done. I am
told that I have high bilirubin. All other blood tests are
normal. My doctor tells me
this is nothing to worry about.
Should l'?
DEAR READER: Bilirubin is a byproduct of liver
metabolism. Although your elevated levels may simply reflect
a genetic tendency, they may
indicate liver damage or malfunction. I assume that you have
had appropnate blood tests for
common liver diseases, but
before reassuring you not to
worry, I want to avoid missing an undiagnosed condition.
I encourage you to request a
consultation with a liver specialist. You need a diagnosis.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Medical Specialists."

Famous Hand

as shown. The contract would ha'.
had no chance if the Neo Zealand
West, Ashley Bach, had led a spade.
But Bach decided to make the
"MUD"
.(middle from three small, or
•A Q 10
"middle, up, down")lead of the club
four, and it is -as up to 1)el Monte to
WEST
EAST
save the day
•J g 6 4
4K1093
Del Monte took the first trick
•K 7 4 3
111 IO2
with the ace and paused for thought.
•K5
0964
had he returned a club — as many
49 4 2
Q85
players might
declarer could have
SOUTH
made the contract by winning with
Q
the ten and leading a diamond to the
•9 8
queen. The ace of diamonds fol01 8 7 3 2
lowed by the ten to the jack would
•K 1076
have given declarer five diamonds,
The bidding:
two clubs, a spade and a heart, with
North
East
South
West
an overtnck available if declarer
•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
tned the heart finesse.
3•
Pass
1ST
Beat Del Monte reasoned that
Opening lead — four of clubs.
since South had not supported hearts
This deal occurred in the final of or diamonds, and had not hid one
the 1495 World Junior Teams(ham- spade user one heart, declarer had to
pionship, which saw England score a
be well-heeled in clubs. A club return
comfortable victory user New
would thus give declarer at least one
Zealand The deal features an excel- club trick plus an entry to his hand to
lent defensive play by Slew
take a finesse in either red sun.
Zealand's Ishmael Del Monte, who
A spade shift was thus called kir,
lound the way to recover from what and to guard against the possibility
initially appeared to be a disastrous that South had the singleton queen,
start
1)el Monte returned the king of
Del Montt held the East cards spades! Declarer could not recover
and heard /imam's lom lownsend from this blow, and he finished down
and leer A I lemon reach three notrurnp one.
tomorrow: A weapon of last resort.

Crosswords
ACROSS

CI Ft ESE-I-TER csr WCIIF% SIE411:0

she fears that she is reacting
adversely to one (or more) of
her current medications. 1 am
particularly concerned about
her remaining kidney, which
might be unable to excrete the
medicines, thereby increasing
the possibility of toxicity. Perhaps her kidney specialist
would be a satisfactory person to solve this issue.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Coronary Artery Disease" and "Kidney Disorders." Other readers
who would like copies should
send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 for
each report to Newsletter, PO
Box 167. Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title(s).

ContractBridge

BABY ESILU!ESC°
'At•JA•Vg

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
deeply concerned that my 65year-old niece, who is a petite
100 pounds, takes 20 pills a
day. She has been taking these
since she had surgery for a
clogged artery on the right
side of her
neck. The
doctor tells
her she has
to take all
of them to
live. She has
high blood
pressure but
made
it
Dr. Gott through the
surgery.
However,
By
she
Dr. Peter Gott when
left
the
recovery room and went back
into her hospital room, they
lost her twice. She has only
one kidney and only about 60
percent of it is functional. She
is a real estate salesperson and
is working, but the pills make
her nauseated, and her hands
shake, which I feel is largely
due to overmedication. From
what I have written, can you
determine whether she is overmedicated? Should she get a
second opinion?
DEAR READER: There is
a definite possibility that your
niece is overmedicated. Her
doctor is, I think, exaggerating her needs. I urge your
niece to obtain a second opinion.
This can be done appropriately without giving the impression that the family distrusts
her present physician. Your
niece should call the doctor
(or schedule an office visit)
to review her concerns, describe
her symptoms and ask for a
referral to a specialist because

Suicidology, which provides - among other things -- materials and referrals to local selfhelp groups for survivors of suicide. The Web site is www.suicidology.org.
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CARDINALS RALLY
FROM 5-RUN DEFICIT
TO BEAT BREWERS 9-5
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The Milwaukee
Brewers' NL Central lead is nearly gone
after another terrible week on the road.
Ryan Ludwick's bases-loaded walk
broke an eighth-inning tie, Albert Pujols
followed with a three-run double and the
St. Louis Cardinals rallied from a five-run
deficit to beat the Brewers 9-5 Sunday.
On Saturday, the Cardinals came back
from six down in a 7-6 victory in a doubleheader opener.
"Those are timely hits," said Scott

Tuesday

Rolen, whose 1,000th RBI came on a sinSt. Louis at Pittsburgh
gle that tied the score for the second
When: 606 pm
straight day. "We haven't had that, but we
(7Pitchers: Adam Wainwright (9.8). Paui Mahoim
did the last couple of days."
12)
Milwaukee, which led the division by 8
1/2 games before play on June 24, is just a in the NL.
"We're going home and it's a good
half-game ahead of the Chicago Cubs. It's
e to get on a roll again," Tumbow
chanc
al
Centr
the
n
in
the Brewers' smallest margi
ng ahead to a homestand against
looki
said,
since before play on April 22.
Phillies.
and
Mets
the
ck
Derri
er
reliev
first,"
in
"We're still
Tumbow can't explain the Brewers'
Turnbow said. "We've just got to play better, like we're capable, and I think every- road woes.
—That's the million dollar question, so to
thing will be fine."
he said. "We've got to figure it out
Milwaukee completed a 2-6 trip and has speak,"
somehow, and very quickly."
way,
some
21-32
to
ing
dropp
road,
the
lost 11 of 14 on
ding World Series Cardinals,
defen
The
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,
36-17
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as they celeYadier Molina, left, and Albert Pujols point skyward
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the
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-for-3
1
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.
Louis
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Busch Stadium
2-for-4 with 3 RBIs in their victory.
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JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(AP) —
Former No. 1 draft pick Tim Couch
signed a two-year contract with the
Jacksonville Jaguars on Sunday,
getting a chance to revive his
career as a backup to quarterback
Byron Leftwich.
Couch, the top pick by
Cleveland in 1999, hasn't played a
down in the NFL since the 2004
But Jacksonville coach Jack Del
Rio wanted to take a look at the
former Kentucky star who had
shoulder surgery last year. The
Jaguars needed another quarterback in training camp because
third-stringer Quinn Gray has an
ankle injury and is on the physically unable to perform list.
The Jaguars also have backup
David Garrard and undrafted rookie Lester Ricard.
Scott Eyster from Delta State
Hollenbach from
and Sam
Maryland worked out alongside
Couch on Friday, and the Jaguars
struck a deal with Couch following
a physical.
His five years in Cleveland
were filled with disappointment.
He was sacked often, booed regularly and plagued by elbow trouble.
After leaving the Browns.
Couch signed a one-year deal with
's
Green Bay to be Brett Favre
backup. The Packers didn't work
out Couch before signing him to a
0(X)
contract that included a S625.
re.
backfi
to
d
seeme
bonus, and it
Couch was bothered by a sore
throwing arm, struggled to grasp
the West Coast offense and couldn't even unseat third-string quarterback Craig Nall.
passCouch completed 11 of 34
es for 96 yards with no touch
s
game
ason
prese
downs in three
and was cut just before the 2004
season.
and
He worked out for Chicago
r
neithe
but
2005,
in
Cincinnati
out
d
worke
team signed him. He
urgh
for Tennessee. Miami. Pittsb
and Houston last year.
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MILLER MEMORIAL MEN'S INVITATIONAL

NASCAR

Fits like a Gloveir

Photo submitted
Miller Memorial Golf Course Clubhouse Manager Will Snodgrass, left, presents the winning
plague to Ben Glover Sunday, following Glover's win at the Miller Memorial Men's Invitational

GLOVER WINS SUDDEN DEATH PLAYOFF HOLE
OVER NEWCOMB TO CLAIM INVITE
The Championship Flight of
the Miller Memorial Men's
Invitational, held over the weekend, was won with a score of 6566=131 1-11 ).
That score was posted by
Nick Newcomb and Ben Glover.
Glover, who IS a golfer at
Austin Peay State University,
won on the first hole of a sudden-death
playoff
over
Newcomb, an incoming Racer
golfer and a former Louisville
('ardinal The playoff finished
on the first hole, with Glover
making a par-4
One hundred, t wenty -fi e
golfers participated in the event,
which was in its second year.

Results of the match are listed belov.
Championship Flight
65-66=131
1) Ben Glover
2) Nick Newcomb
65-66=131
3) Jason Lancaster 68-69=-137
4) Patnck Nesvcomb 7067=137
5) Bnan Henson
65-73=138
First Flight
1) Tommy Fike
73-68=141
72-70=142
2) Wes Dotty
72-71=143
3) Buzz Paul
Second Flight
1) Eb Towery
79-72=151
2) Bruce Onway
78-73=151
3) Jason Baker
77-74=151

Third Flight
1) Steve Smith
84-74=158
2) Jeremy Lewis
83-76=159
83-78=161
3) Bob Cothran
Fourth Flight
1) Nick Ryan
89-76=165
88-79=167
2)Andrew Davis
87-81=168
3) Lee Watson
Senior Flight
Cothran
73-66=139
2) Pete Haysvood
74-72=146
3) Jeremy Snodgrass 7773=150
1) Roy

Junior Division
1) Sam Key
75-69=142
2) Hunter Gamson 78-79=157

Stewart scores
second win at
Brickyard
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A
little time away from racing
helped Tony Stewart come away
from the Brickyard with another
huge victory.
The two-time Cup champion
had a frustrating start to the
2007 season, losing at least four
races he should have won. He
didn't reach Victory Lane until
the July 15 event in Chicago.
Stewart then took his
momentum with him on an
overdue
vacation
during
NASCAR's final off weekend of
the season before reporting to
Indianapolis on Fnday relaxed
and ready to try for his second
Indy win in three seasons.
"We got to do fun stuff (on
vacation)," he said. "When you
get to do fun stuff, when you
come off A week like that, you
are pumped up for what for me
is my biggest race of the year.
The moon and the stars lined
up."
He beat buddy Kevin
Harvick on Sunday in a classic
dual to the finish and showed
he's now mastered the track that
caused him a decade of
heartache and once even threatened his career.
'This kid is — he's matured
so much," said crew chief Greg
Zipadelli said. "He drove a phenomenal race today. I'm proud
of him."
Stewart led a race-high 66 of
the 160 laps and, even when he
was passed by 2003 winner
Harvick on a restart with 20 to
go. Stewart remained confident
and in control.
He chased down Harvick,
even taunting his friend over the
radio. "Here, kitty, kitty, kitty,"
he called. "Come get you some
of this."
The two-time series champion caught Harvick in the duel of
Chevrolets and made at least
two attempts to pass. Harvick
held on.
Stewart finally powered
alongside with 10 laps to go, but
Harvick wouldn't relent and the
cars ground together as they
drag-raced around the narrow
oval.
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It was standing room only as Murray Independent and Calloway County student-athleteS
wait their turn for free sports physicals Saturday morning at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital s outpatient services department
TO

Wont to kick it
with us cit
Roe Creek?
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From Page 9
who trailed by 10 1/2 games at
the end of June, are just six
games back despite a pitching
staff devastated by injuries. St.
Louis won three straight for the
first time since June 3-6.
"It would have been very
easy a whole bunch of times to
say 'This is not our year,— manager Tony La Russa said. "We
could have just disappeared. If
we start doing the baseball
things better, character-wise
we're in great shape and we can
have some fun."
St. Louis closed to 5-4 in a
four-run fifth inning, then went
ahead in a five-run eighth
against Tumbow (2-4) and
Carlos Villanueva.
Rolen tied it with a one-out
single following singles by
pinch-hitter Skip Schumaker
and Yadier Molina. David
Eckstein's single, his third hit of
thc game. loaded the bases and
Villanueva relieved.

.S"

CIP
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Mr

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Mebane! League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
LPcI GB
W
—
59 46 562
New York
Phisdisiphta
55 49 529 3 1/2
55 51 519 4 1./2
AMMO
49 S746210 1/2
Elands
14
45 60 429
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
57 49 538
1.4elvatuitee
—
Chicago
55 48 534 1/2
49 53 480
St Louis
6
46 59 43810 1/2
Houston
45 61 425
Cincrinat
12
42 61 40613 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct
—
Lc* Angeles
57 48 543
—
58 49 542
Anions
56 48 538 1/2
San Diego
53 51 510 3 1/2
Colorado
11
45 58 437
San Francisco

American League Standings
AS ilITMS CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GS
Boston
—
84 41 810
New York
8
56 49 533
Toronto
52 52 50011 1/2
49 55 47114 1/2
Baltimore
Tamps Bay
39 65 37524 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Detroit
80 44 577
Cleveland
1/2
80 45 571
Minnesota
7
53 51 510
Chicago
48 57 45712 112
Kansas City
47 57 452
13
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
61 42 592
—
Seattle
4
57 46 553
Oakland
49 56 467
13
Texas
16
46 59 438

Sundays Games
Minnesota 4 Cleveland 1
N Y Yankees 10 Baltimore 6
Tempe Bay 5 Boston 2
Toronto 4 Chicago White Sox
Kansas City 10 Texas 0
Seattle 14 Oakland 10
LA Angels 13 Detroit 4
Monday's Games
Toronto McGowan 7-5) at Tampa Bay
(Sonnanstine 1-6) 6 10 p m
Kansas City (Macho 7-7) at Minnesota
(Baker 4-4) 7 10 p m
Detroit (Tata 0-0) at Oakland (Blanton
8-7), 905 p m
LA Angels (Escobar 11-4i at Seattle
(Batista 10-7), 905 pm
nieseay's Games
Baltimore (Bedard 10-4) al Boston
(Beckett 13-4). 8 05 p m
Texas (McCarthy 4-7) at Cleveland
(Cannons 13-4), 8 05 p m
Chicago While Sox (Contreras 5-13) at
N.Y Yankees(Musson& 5-7). 606 p m
Toronto (Leech 3-4) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 2-10). 6 10 p m
Kansas City (De La Rosa 8-10) at
1.4innesota (Silva 8-11). 7 10 p in
A Angsis (Lackey 12-8) at Seattle
(Weaver 2-9), 905 p m
Detroit (Vertandm 11-3) at Oakland
(Karen 12-3) 905 p m

Sunday's Genies
NY Mets 5. Washington 0. 4 1,2
innings rain
Chicago Cubs 6 Cincinnati 0
Philadelphia 5 Pittsburgh 1
San Diego 18. Houston 11
St Louts 9. lAttwaukee 5
Colorado 9. L A Dodgers 6
Floods El, San Francisco 5
Atlanta 14 AMON'0
Monday's Games
Philadelphia (Kernels 11-5) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 11-4), 805 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Colorado (Cook 7-6) at Fionda (Olsen
8-8). 6 05 p m
St Louis (Watnwnght 9-8) at Pittsburgh
(Mahoini 7-12), 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (Lohse 6-12) at Washington
(Chico 4-6), 6:05 pin
Houston (Sampson 7.7)51 Atlanta
(..larnes 8-8), 6 35 p m
N V Mets (Glavin* 9-6) at Mewaukee
(Suppan13-9), 7-05 pm
Phriadeipnia (Eaton 9-6) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 7-6). 7 05 p m
Arizona (Webb 9-8) at San Diego
(Gamlen° 8-5). 905 p m
San Francisco (Lowry 11-7) at L A
Dodgers ()-4endnckson 4-5) 9 10 pm

•Workouts
From Page 9
has driven the former all-state
Farrington and Williams have performer to work even harder
felt the burden of being team this offseason.
"One thing I've learned is
leaders. But it's a duty they both
that you can't really prepare for
welcome with open arms.
"It's kind of different for me. camp," said Williams, who has
I remember being the young played in a total of 25 games in
guy and looking up to the older his Racer career.(He missed the
guys. Now, they're looking up 2004 season due to a hip injury.)
to me," Farrington said. "We "No matter how hard you train,
just try to lead by example. We the coaches will still find some
try to get all our reps in and fin- way to break you. But(the sumish all our sprints hard because mer) helps prepare you mentalwe know the young guys are ly for the season and all the
watching. We want them to do pounding you take.
the same things. That's how you
"I think there's more of an
build a program."
urgency this year. This is my
Teaching the younger play- last year. ... When I'm doing
ers how to train in the offseason springs or on an extra lift, 1
is a responsibility Williams think in the back of my head,
does not take lightly.
'This is your last run at it.' it
—The thing I hope they learn helps push you." he added.
is it takes work. You don't get
Offseason workouts have
anywhere without working," he helped prove one thing to
explained. "We have a sign Farrington.
above the weight room that
"ChampiNtships are made in
.
says, 'Hard work beats talent the summer," he said. "Thais
when talent doesn't work hard.' when your team bonds togethir.
And that's the truth.
It's ... We're a tight-knit group.:1
going to take a lot of hard work think we should be pretty
to get to where we want to be, good."
but it's definitely possible if you
work hard and really want it."
Second-year head coach
Lindy Seller
Matt Gnffin brought with him a
.
Nom tortay WM *ref
reputation for tough, physical
i
To ow m me SO moors
training camps when he moved
contri is am,.
from league rival Tennessee4611 Maio H.• 753-54142
Martin to MSU last year.
TV, radio
Gnffin's intense preseason
TOOAY
camp was something Williams
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
admits caught him and his team7 p.m.
ESPN — Philadelphia al Chicago
mates somewhat off-guard. The
Cubs
expectation of what's to come
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ATTENTION DIABETIC!!
NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!
Come check out the newest technology for testing your blood sugar and...

NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!

IT'V ?MT
TOO LATE!
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Association has extended it's online registration through Jul) 31. To register online.
go to www.heecreek.org and click on the
"online registration" link. Please note that
a $5 online registration fee will apply.
For more information, please contact
Shellie Barrow at 753-8962

All diabetic who attend are eligible to receive the new Prodigy Blood Glucose Monitoring System to be
paid for by your Part B Medicare. Also, diabetic with Medicare qualify to be fitted for Diabetic shoes and
3 sets of Custom Molded Inserts — Even if you received shoes ANY time in 2006. In the past year,
Medicare has approved many new styles of shoes like dress shoes, casual topsiders and tennis shoes
that are great for walking. These shoes come in all leather and are designed to be light-weight and provide extra support and cushioning to keep your feet comfortable Everyone fitted for shoes will be given
a Pair of Socks made Especially for diabetic. FREE!!!
kleofical Solutions of Arkansas is sponsoring a special "DIABETIC DAY" at the Curris Center in
the
Barkley Room on Wednesday, August lit. Stop by anytime from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. We'll do our best to
have you in and out in less than 30 minutes. If you know someone who has Diabetes and Medicare,
please be a good neighbor and let them know about it. They won't want to miss this special
event

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!!!
The Curris Center is located at 314 Chestnut Street on Murray State Campus, Murray, KY.
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S ecial session may return

INDEX
1110 W11016
0

Steen steps
down as
emergency
director

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Members of the Jasper. Ind., High School Wildcats Marching Band took to the Murray State University practice field Monday
to begin their annual summer band camp. Pictured above, sophomore tuba player David Ross participates in field maneuvers.
James Goodhue is the band director.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The General
Assembly's ill-fated special session ended
Monday, as the House and Senate adjourned
with an agreement to spend the corning
weeks crafting an energy tax incentive plan.
Lawmakers could be back as soon as
mid-August to pass the legislation, if they
are able to agree on how Kentucky should
best pursue landing a coal gasification plant.
Legislative leaders said they've already
assigned lawmakers to working groups that
would begin the task of devising a plan. Key
lawmakers met last week with Peabody
Energy officials and said they were told
Kentucky would be recommended for the
plant if the state passed certain tax breaks.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher called the special
session earlier this month.
But Fletcher ordered the legislature to
deal with other issues, too, including a proposal to ban domestic partner benefits at
Kentucky's public universities and more
than $427 million in construction projects
throughout the state. Fletcher, a Republican,
also wanted legislators to pass income tax
breaks for military families.
The Democratic-controlled House and
GOP-led Senate were divided on the special
session, which came in the middle of
Fletcher's re-election campaign.
House lawmakers adjourned on July 5,
the day they reported to Frankfort, saying
the call was politically motivated and none
of the measures was urgently needed. House
Speaker Jody Richards. D-Bowling Green,
has said the session did not warrant the nearly $60,000 per day it cost the state to have a
special session.
Nevertheless, the Senate carried on and
passed legislation addressing each part of
Fletcher's agenda.
With the chambers at odds, Fletcher
called for them to take a three-week break
and ordered the legislature to return
Monday. Lawmakers, according to state law,
were paid nearly $300 apiece per day for
every day dunng the break.
The legislature did not address the pay
matter dunng the brief return Monday.
However. both Richards and Senate

even the governor's cooling-off period
could take care of," Williams said.
Meanwhile, supporters of the proposed
ban on domestic partner benefits at
Kentucky's public universities crammed the
Capitol Rotunda, urging lawmakers to pass
the legislation this summer.
Kent Ostrander, executive director of the
Lexington-based Family Foundation, said
Kentucky voters in 2004 overwhelmingly
supported a constitutional amendment that
banned same-sex marriage. He said public
universities would be flouting the constitution by offering domestic partner benefits.
-This is a constitutional crisis.Ostrander said. Ostrander referred to the
University of Kentucky and University of
Louisville, which decided earlier this year to
offer domestic partner benefits to employees.
The Kentucky Fairness Alliance, which
opposes the proposed benefits ban, sent state
lawmakers a petition with the names of people from throughout the state opposed to the
proposal.
"Most Kentuckians agree healthcare discrimination is wrong," Christina Gilgor, the
group's executive director, wrote in the letter.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo's office
released a statement Monday saying that U
of L had agreed to abide by his office's
AP recent opinion that universities' domestic
House Speaker Jody Richards. D- partner benefits plans violated the state conBowling Green, prepares to strike the stitution.
Robbie Rudolph, Fletcher's cabinet secgavel ending the special session called
by the governor, on the floor of the retary and running mate, said the governor
House at the Capitol in Frankfort, Ky., would want agreement between the House
and Senate before he added any issues
Monday.
beyond the energy tax incentives proposal to
President David Williams said they were lawmakers' agenda. He also was not ruling it
nearing a resolution that would essentially out, Rudolph said.
"We're going to see how it plays out over
have lawmakers work without pay until
they've repaid the state what they were the next few weeks," Rudolph said.
overpaid during the special session.
Richards, however, said the House did
Williams said the legislature could have not want to address other issues and would
saved time and money by staying in session. adjourn if the agenda changed
With cooperation from the House. Williams
"If he puts anything else on the call
said, the legislation could have been passed before that, we will not convene," Richards
as early as this Wednesday.
said. "If he puts something on after we get
"We had reached an impasse that not here, we will adjourn immediately and he
1
needs not take that as an idle threat."
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
The county is now searching
for a new emergency management director, a post that has
become increasingly demanding
and important to local communities in the post- 9/11 era.
Current Director Jeff Steen
has officially resigned the parttime position after 10 years and
will step down to a support role
Aug. 31. He will share deputy
director duties with Robert
Trenholm, training officer for
the Murray Fire Department.
Steen said he agreed to take
the position in 1997 until the
county could find someone else
to do the job, but has continued
in his responsibilities primarily
because of the teamwork and
cooperation he experienced.
"You're not going to get rich
at the job. It's more of a personal satisfaction kind of position,"
Steen said, saying that working
with police, firefighters, para.
tinxiics and other professionals
that are committed to the welfare of the community is the
most fulfilling part of the duty.
"The people in the county are
wonderful to work with both in
emergency services and outside

emergency
services," he
added.
"It's
been a really
good experience because of
the cooperation
I've seen."
Steen said
Monday that he
has
been
Steen
pleased
to
serve; however the demands for
time and effort are making it
increasingly difficult to properly
administer his full-time position
as an environmental coordinator
for Murray State University.
He and other county officials
are already interviewing candidates and will make a recommendation to CallOway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
who will make the appointment.
Elkin's appointment must then
be approved by magistrates
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie
Morgan, Bohb!,. Stubblefield
and Johnny Ginghts.
"We've had some interest in
the job and we should know
something pretty soon," Steen
said. "Of course we have to do a

MI See Page 2A

McConnell now
involved with
Gov. Fletcher's
re-election bid
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Ernie Fletcher didn't get Mitch
McConnell's blessing in the spring primary, but he'll soon get a
campaign boost from the influential Republican senator.
McConnell, the Senate minority leader, said
Monday he expects to spend part of the August
congressional recess campaigning in Kentucky for
Fletcher, who is trying to rebound from his onetime indictment in a hiring scandal that ended with
a negotiated deal with prosecutors.
The Republican governor, who is seeking a second term, is being challenged in the Nov.6 election
by Democrat Steve Beshear, a former lieutenant
governor and attorney general.
McConnell, who refused to make an endorseMcConnell
ment in the three-way GOP gubernatorial primary
in the spnng and late last year wouldn't comment
on Fletcher's performance as governor, was upbeat
Monday about the governor's prospects against
Beshear.
In a conference call with Kentucky reporters,
McConnell said he's had conversations with
Fletcher since the May primary to discuss strategy.
"1 think the governor's campaign has come
along nicely, and I think he has an excellent chance
of winning," said McConnell, a key strategist
behind the Republican rise to power in Kentucky
Fletcher
even though Democrats hold a clear registration
ad vantage.
Besides the governorship. Republicans hold both of Kentucky's
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SherIffslog

Reward
offered for
return of
shotgun
Stan Report
KIRKSEY, Ky. — A reward
is being offered through
County
Murray-Calloway
C'nmeStoppers for information
about a stolen shotgun.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Detective Sgt.
Samantha Mighell said a $1,000
reward is available for the return
of A shotgun stolen from a Smith
Road residence in mid-June and
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the suspect.
Mighell said four guns were
stolen from the residence in
June, but only three have been
recovered. The one that remains
missing is an over-and-under
Winchester 101 20-gauge shotgun.
Anyone with information
may call the shenff's department at 753-3151. Anonymous
at
left
be
may
tips
C'nmeStoppers at 753-9500.

Items
recovered
from thefts
need ID
Staff Report
County
Calloway
The
Sheriff's Department has recovered various tools and other
yard believed to have been
stolen in the last few months.
hut the items don't match any
open theft cases
Detective Sgt Samantha
Nlighell said anyone who had
items stolen from construction
sites or yards should contact the
sheriff's department about identifying items that could be
theirs
The sheriff's deperunent as
lust east of the courthouse
square on Maple Street and L an
he teas hed at 7S1-;1s1

Department
Calloway County Stverlft's
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two
after
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Times
&
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Watergate conspirator knows struggles

FAA: Radar down 3 hours at
Magruder now
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky airport
CINCINNATI (AP) — A failure in a power supply system that recovering from
left the local radar system at the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport down for almost three hours delayed about 100 stroke, car crash

flights Sunday morning, the Federal Aviation Adminstration said
Monday.
Air traffic controllers at the airport in Hebron. Ky., across the
Ohio River from Cincinnati. directed flights using long-range radar
at an FAA facility in London, Ohio, about 72 miles northeast, FAA
spokeswoman Kathleen Bergen said.
Bergen said the radar antenna at the airport is motor-powered,
using two motors, each with a separate power supply. Apparently
one of the power supplies shorted out, and the system didn't revert
to the backup, she said.
The local radar went down about 7:35 a.m. and wasn't back in
operation until around 10:30 a.m., Bergen said.
There were 62 arrival delays, with an average delay of 17 minutes, and 29 departure delays, each averaging about 28 minutes.
Delays are implemented as a safety precaution to increase spacing when the airport is operating on a backup system, Bergen said.

Testimony to begin for soldier
charged in Iraq rape-killing
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. AP) — Jurors were expected to hear
testimony on Tuesday about troubling conditions for soldiers in Iraq
when a court-martial for a Fort Campbell soldier facing rape and
murder charges in the death of a 14-year-old Iraqi girl and her family resumed.
Pfc. Jesse Spielman, who is being tried on rape and murder
charges, pleaded guilty Monday to lesser offenses as his court-martial began. The charges included conspiracy to obstructing justice,
arson, wrongfully touching a corpse and drinking.
Spielman is accused of serving as a lookout while other soldiers
raped and killed Abeer Qassim al-Janabi and stayed her family in
March 2006. He was charged because under military law a soldier
present when a crime occurs can be found guilty if prosecutors can
establish the soldier had prior knowledge.
Three soldiers have pleaded guilty for their roles in the crimes
and received sentences ranging from five to 100 years. Another soldier discharged from the military before being charged will face the
possibility of the death penalty when he is tried in federal court in
Kentucky.
Defense attorney Craig Carlson spent much of Monday's proceedings asking potential jurors, all soldiers, whether they could
believe testimony that conditions were worse than they might have
experienced themselves in Iraq.
"Is anyone going to hold it against my client if we show things
that are unflattering to the Army?" Carlson asked.

•McConnell now ...
election next year. Sabato said,
"he has got to be worried at least
U.S. Senate seats and four of its a little bit about the possibility
six U.S. House seats as well as of a GOP bloodbath" in
the state Senate.
November 2008, due to the
McConnell didn't announce unpopularity of the Iraq war.
any campaign events for
McConnell has been the lead
Fletcher in August.
Senate Republican in support of
Fletcher's campaign said. President Bush's war policy,
Monday that McConnell is including the troop buildup this
scheduled to attend three year. Ryall said he wasn't confundraisers for the governor in cerned about an anti-war backlate August in Lexington. lash hurting Fletcher because of
Louisville and Owensboro.
his association with McConnell.
Fletcher campaign manager
"This race is going to be drivMarty Ryall said the campaign en by state issues," he said.
hoped to schedule other joint
Ryall said that Fletcher and
appearances with McConnell McConnell have spoken every
during the congressional recess other week or so since the primary. and he expects the frein August.
McConnell's support for quency of those talks to increase
Fletcher, which began after the closer to the election.
"His insights are always
primary, came after months in
was helpful to us," Ryall said of
senator
the
which
tightlipped about the governor McConnell.
political
Fletcher's
and
prospects.
Beshear spokeswoman Vicki
Glass said Monday "it would be
interesting to know what, in
McConnell's mind, changed
between now and one year ago
when he wouldn't even utter
Fletcher's name." She referred
to Fletcher as "the same indicted
governor" who "pleaded the
Fifth and pardoned his political
cronies."
Glass was referring to the hiring scandal in which Fletcher's
administration was accused of
FREE 24/7 live Technical Support
Illegally rewarding political sup0 Unlimited Hours, No Controctt.
porters with state jobs.
0 10 E -moil Addresses
A special grand jury indicted
0 FREE Sporn Protection
Fletcher on three misdemeanors 0 Invoice tilling Available
that later were dropped as pan of 0 Reliable Access Since 1594
,1 negotiated deal with prosecutors. Fletcher. who said the
probe was politically motivated,
issued a blanket pardon for
everyone in his administration,
other than himself, who could
rn
have faced charges stemming
subsefrom the investigation. A
quent grand jury report claimed
Fletcher oversaw a "widespread
and coordinated plan" to avoid
state hiring laws.
Larry Sabato. director of the
Center for Politics at the
e0aire
er
University of Virginia. said
McConnell's active support for
locaitootewirte,
Fletcher in the fall campaign
was a political necessity for the
50f/laU(/
€4,
14(etr,
senator to ensure Republicans
are united behind him when he
runs for re-election in 2fX/8.
064aplie.
"McConnell knows that at
least until November his bread is
0/fe edifre.."c ae
buttered on the side of Ernie
Fletcher." Sabato said Monday
oatteeT to
.ferve
by telephone.
The hiring scandal would
feu
your'
give McConnell a "built-in
excuse" if Fletcher loses in spite
of his active support. Sabato
coorotavrer 0441,e'ed`.
said.
be
While McConnell looks to
a "considerable favorite" for re-
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Jeb Magruder rose to the heights
of White House power, fell far
in the Watergate scandal, then
rebuilt a successful life as a minister.
Now recovering from a
stroke that apparently caused a
two-vehicle crash, Magruder is
no stranger to facing obstacles.
His life as a minister came
after he spent time in a federal
prison.
Then, in the 1980s, he was
ridiculed for becoming a point
person on ethics for the city of
Columbus. More recently, he's
been in court following arrests
on charges of public intoxication
and drunken driving.
Last week, the 72-year-old
Magruder was hospitalized with
injuries suffered when police
say his car hit a motorcycle and
a truck on a Columbus expressway. Accident investigators concluded he had a stroke, and he
was cited with failure to maintain an assured clear distance
and failure to stop after an accident or collision.
Witnesses
desCribed
Magruder speeding and driving
erratically before hitting the
motorcycle, then speeding off
before hitting a box truck about
a mile away.
"Things seem like they've
been a spiral down for him,"
said Rev. Jim Long, a Columbus
pastor who credits Magruder for
helping him decide to enter the
ministry several years ago.
Magruder
was
Nixon's
deputy campaign director, an
aide to Nixon's chief of staff,
H.R. Haldeman, and deputy
communications director at the
White House. He spent seven
months in prison for his role in
covering up the 1972 break-in at
Washington's Watergate complex.
Last week's accident came
two years after Magruder was
stopped in rural Ohio and
charged with drunken driving;
he later pleaded guilty to a
reduced charge of reckless oper-

ation.
In 2003, police in suburban
Grandview Heights arrested
Magruder after finding him
lying on a sidewalk and refusing
to get up. The police report says
he appeared drunk. He pleaded
no contest to a minor inisc16meanor charge of disorderly
conduct.
About two weeks before that
arrest, Magruder had claimed he
heard President Nixon order the
break-in that led to Nixon's resignation. Historians dismissed
the notion as unlikely.
"There is just no eviciens.c
that Richard Nixon directly
ordered the Watergate break-in,"
said legal historian Stanley
Kuder. "Did Magruder hear otherwise? I doubt it."
Long, now pastoral care minister at First Community, said
Watergate was a two-edged
sword for Magruder.
While, it was a black mark he
knew he could never escape, "it
also gave him visibility —
maybe notoriety would be
another way to put it — that
allowed him to do some things,"
Long said.
Magruder has not commented on his recent accident. A message on his home phone says he
is not receiving calls and messages left by The Associated
Press at his office were not
returned.
Magruder became a bornagain Christian after Watergate,
an experience he described in
his 1978 biography, "From
Power to Peace."
"All the earthly supports I
had ever known had given way,
and when 1 saw how flimsy they
were I understood why they had
never been able to make me
happy," he wrote. "The missing
ingredient in my life was Jesus
Christ and a personal relationship with him."
After receiving a master's in
divinity
from
Princeton
Theological
Seminary,
Magruder
served
a
at
Presbyterian
in
church
California, then became executive minister at First Community
Church in Upper Arlington, a
well-off Columbus suburb.
In 1988. Columbus Mayor
Dana
appointed
Rinehart

commission and charged him to
lead a yearlong honesty campaign. The city was reacting to
an incident in which people
scrambled to scoop up money
that spilled from the back of an
armored car.
An ethics commission "headed by none other than (are you
ready America?) Jeb Stuart
Magruder," quipped Time magazine.
Magruder took it stride, and
pointed out, "it's a characteristic
in American life that there is
redemption."
After eight years at First
Presbyterian
Church
in
Lexington, Ky., Magruder went
to work for Dallas-based RSIKetchum, a church fundraising
consulting group. It was during

in the country's most famous
political scandal..
"There was a long time
where he ran from that stuff, but
it finally got to the point where
he accepted it and the celebrity
that went with it,- said Jim
Keith, the company's senior vice
president.
retired
Magruder
to
Columbus in 2003. He told The
Columbus Dispatch that year
that Americans should work for
moral change by helping the
homeless or working with
Habitat for Humanity.
In his 1974 book, "An
American Life: One Man's
Road to Watergate," Magruder
blamed his role in Watergate on
ambition and losing sight of an •
ethical compass. •

welcome Matt Price, M.D. to the medical community.
Dr. Price comes to Murray from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine. He is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and Murray State University.
Dr. Price and his wife Monicallave two
)
children, Kamden (8) and
Kaitlyn (4).

In addition to pre-natal care, labor
and delivery, Dr. Price will provide

1-877-267
;3266
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photo, Jeb Stuart Magruder, pastor
of the First Presbyterian Church in Lexington, Ky., sits in his ,
office. Magruder rose to the heights of White House power,fell
far in the Watergate scandal, then rebuilt a successful life as
a minister. He's faced new challenges since retiring to suburban Columbus four years ago, including arrests on charges of ,
public intoxication and drunken dnving. On Monday, July 23,
2007, he was charged with leaving the scene of an accident
after suffering a stroke.
Magruder head of a city ethics that tune he re-embraced his role

Murrray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to

Internet
Access
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In this Dec. 20, 1995, file

women's health services. For an
appointment, please call 270.759.9200.

MATT PRICE M D

HAS JOINED PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER

CALL TODAY FOR AN
APPOINTMENT AT

(270) 759-9200

OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
8AM - 8PM
SATURDAY - 8AM - 6PM
SUNDAY- 1PM - 6PM
‘1 IA

PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER
SUITE 480 WEST
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
MURRAY, KY

42071
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
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Spreading
the word
electronically
Ask Mary Thorsby to explain how she founded an online
community calendar and became an up-and-coming presence
in the blog world, and she'll tell you she comes from a
long line of storytellers. In addition, she admits she was
inspired by her older sister, a reporter, and confesses that
she grew up watching Mary Tyler Moore on TV.
Just like Mary Richards, the character Moore played,
Mary Thorsby has spunk. That secret ingredient, combined
with a twenty year stint in corporate conununications in Silicon Valley and a rekindled college romance, brought Thorsby
to Paducah. where she and artist/designer Nikki May
launched ilistpaducah.com in February, 2007.
Still in its formative phase, ilistpaducah
claims to be "Your Invitation to Everything." The weekly guide promises to alert
subscribers to the "hottest events" and provide the "latest scoop" at an irresistible
price: It's free.
The idea for an online calendar hit
Thorsby when she was at a planning meeting and the group was trying to zero in on
a date for a fundraiser. Wanting to avoid
conflicts with other local events, they
it difficult to identify potential probMain Street found
there was not one central calbecause
lems
By Constance
everything going on in
listed
that
endar
Alexander
town.
Local
"I kept thinking about it and searched
Columnist
around," Thorsby recalls. "I could tell that
several folks had tried to do something
similar, but nothing looked like it was really professional."
Thorsby knew May, of Blue Frog Designs, would be a
natural for an endeavor like the one she had in mind. After
the two women talked. Nikki created a prototype Web site
and Thorsby shopped it around to community leaders for
input and feedback.
Elaine Spalding. who heads the Paducah-McCracken ('ounty Chamber of Commerce gave the concept a thumbs-up.
"She said, 'Yes, go do it. We get calls for this information all the time,- Mary reports.
And that is when Thorsby and May knew they were on
to something good.
Pricing and advertising presented immediate challenges, but
they continued to gather information and make adjustments
as needed "We've had some nice early success," Thorsby
says. -There's definitely a lot more that we can do and will
just so many possibilities!"
do
Not satisfied with a mere calendar. ilistpaducah is morphing into other segments by initiating new sections, such as
iLove it, which features anyone or anything unique and fun.
and 1).1 Urban Cobb. a weekly music review. Another new
addition is 'Date of the Week, which spotlights singles of all
ages.
Not content being a mere calendar, ilistpaducah offers
links to various blogs. including Thorsby". A recent entry
extends breathless greetings from ('hicago, where she was
attending the fourth annual Blogher conference.
"Get it' Blogl Her? Blogher." Thorsby wines in a rat-atat style overflowing with enthusiasm. "Anyway, it's the
largest conference for bloggers of any gender." she goes on.
"Our friend over there at Bizzyvalle turned me on to it via
her blog awhile back It's fantastic! Women here, and a few
brave (lucky?) men. are plugged in, wired up And ready to
rock!"
Besides ilistpaducah, other online community calendars are
springing up like wild flowers. Another one is I westemkentucky.com. which is also spreading the word about the many
engaging and entertaining activities going on in the region
hi, more information, log onto thiiptillUt uh.logspotcom,
and lwesternkentucky..(.01/1.
Read Main Street online al WNW nuirravledgercom. Contact
the Min:rust directly at ort.skuu rale tanderla newwaveconunner
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In the reporting and commentary
that preceded Sunday's Baseball Hall
of Fame induction ceremony for San
Diego's Tony Gwynn and Baltimore's
Cal Ripken Jr. one ESPN sports journalist observed: "They did it the right
way."
That is a foreign concept in our
day: the "right" way. Why?
When I was growing up — and
until recent years — most athletes
played by the rules and did things the
right way. Their only "enhancement"
was hard work, which refined natural
talent.
At the start of the week, Barry
Bonds was preparing to equal and surpass Hank Aaron's record of 755
career home runs. Bonds will deserve
more than the asterisk baseball
attached to Roger Marts, whose only
"enhancement" was playing in more
games than pres mu% record holder,
Babe Ruth. Bonds is alleged to have
been helped along with steroids.
Last week, Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael Vick emerged from a
courtroom following indictments on
federal dogfighting charges. Vick promised that the coming trial will help
him get his "good name" back. One
must first have a good namc, which
increasing numbers of sports celebrities
do not. Professional basketball and
cycling are other sports recently tainted
by rule infractions. even lawbreaking.
And then there are Gwynn and Ripken who did it "the right way." I saw
Gwynn play only on television, and
have read that he is a strong family
man and humanitarian. Living closer to
Baltimore than to San Diego, I saw
Ripken play a lot On and off the
field. Ripkcn conducted himself as a

gentleman, a word
that began to fall out
of fashion in the
'60s. He would sign
autographs before
games and waited
after games to sign
even more until the
last child (or adult)
was satisfied. There
was never a story
Cal's
about Ripken that
Thoughts involved drugs, alcoBy Cal ThomaS hol, extramarital
Syndicated
affairs, boorish behavColumnist
ior, gambling, conceit
or anything else that
would discredit Ripken. the game. the
city of Baltimore, the Orioles, or disgrace his family.
On Sept. 6, 1995. when Ripken
broke Lou Gehrig's record for consecutive games played. the outpouring of
emotion in Baltimore and in the voices
of the announcers calling the game
(even I teared up) was heartfelt. It
was as if America was lamenting what
it had lost when it traded real accomplishment for celebrity and false glory.
What do we celebrate today? Upon
whom is our attention fixed? It is the
lakes of Lindsay Lohan and Britney
Spears. And if one turns to tabloid
cable TV, it is also missing women,
murdered women and their daughters.
missing daughters who disappear with
men who murder them and other sensationalized and violently gratuitous
tragedies.
Do we teach, encourage and practice "the right way" in our personal
lives and relationships, schools, politics, or anything else? We do not.
'That would require imposing a moral

code, which is less acceptable than the
immorality that inevitably fills a culture trapped in a moral vacuum.
Instead we adopt the philosophy
behind the Frank Sinatra song "My
Way." Whatever feels good at the
moment and helps us make it through
the night is all we want. We crave the
immediate over the eternal, the base
over the noble, the cheap over the
valuable and the tawdry over the
wholesome. And then we are surprised
when we get fewer Gwynns and Rip- .„
kens and more Bonds, Vicks, Lohans •
and Spears.
Not so long ago when a child got
in trouble with the law, or just
behaved badly, parents would consult a
priest, rabbi or minister and the family
would go into seclusion. Now they
bypass all of that, preferring to talk
about it on "Larry King Live," as
Lohan•s father did last week. Have
they no shame? Why should they
when the rest of us appear to have
none?
At Cooperstown. the chairman of
the Baseball Hall of Fame. Jane
Forbes Clark. said that the 53 living
members who joined Ripken and
Gwynn had demonstrated "character,
integrity and sportsmanship." They didn't catch those qualities like an
unwanted virus; they had to be
drummed into them.
Why don't we learn from them
instead of denying the very qualities
we claim to want reflected in a new
generation?
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services. 2225 Kenmore'•
14207,
Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y..
or tmseditors@tribune,corn.
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Giuliani again bashes rival party.
LACONIA, N.H. (AP)
Republican presidential hopeful Rudy Giuliani on Monday
accused Democrats of favor.
ing a controlling "nanny gos
cmment" as he continued his
hashing of the nval party
The former New York
mayor. opening a two-day
ampaign trip in the first pnmary state, also claimed that
Democrats would raise taxes
between 20 percent to 10
percent. He offered no
specifics to hack up those
figures.
"Democrats are kind of
tailing over each other seeing
who can raise taxes faster,"
Giuliani said "It looks like
they're going to raise taxes
anywhere between 20 to 10
perxent John Edwards just
said he's going to raise the
capital gains tax double that

2008 ELECTION
By Philip Elliott
Last time we did that. we
lost 40 percent in resenue
The last time we did what
John Edwards is discussing.
the United States lost revenue
by basically discouraging people from making investments"
Edwards has proposed raising capital gains taxes for the
wealthy while creating tax
breaks for the middle %lass
An Edwards spokeswoman
said Giuliani's assessment is
flat wrong.
'To he honest. I think voters get really confused when
they hear Giuliani speak.
since it's hard to tell the difference between the faded
economic policies of George

Bush and the tailed economic
policies supported by Rudy
Giuliani." Kate I3edingfield
said.
At A later appearance in
Wolfetxwo — where nsal
Mitt Romney has a lakefront
summer home — Giuliani
said the solution lies in lower
taxes.
"We should solve this
problem of taxes being too
high by lowering taxes." he
said, standing on the steps of
an ice cream shop
At an evening event in
Laconia, Giuliani cited Democratic proposals that would
take income taxes from 35 to
39.6 percent, dividend taxes
from l to 196 percent. and

alma] gains taxes from 15
to 28 percent. He also took a
swipe at Democratic rivals
Sens. Hillary Rodham Clinton, Barack ()barna and
Edwards at an evening town
'
hall-meeting at a lakefront
hotel, equating their campaign
promises to socialism
"I have a picture of all
'
three of them. On an airplane. They're all heading for
France," he said.
He said it's unrealistic for
Democrats to expect a system
"where everyone be taken
care of from cradle to
grave"
Lao week, Giuliani called
the Democrats the "party of
losers" and singled out
Edwards and Dernocratix Sen
Barack Marna for criticism
on tc000mics and foreign
policy
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Obituaries
Mrs. Rose Marie Henderson
Mrs. Ruse Marie Henderson, 64, Mayfield, died
Monday, July
30, 2007, at 5:35 p.m. at the home of her daughter in Mayfield. Her
death followed an extended illness.
She had been a nurse's aide at Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield, and was a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church. She
was the daughter of the late Edward McClure and Dorothy Hopkins
McClure.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Tammy Harris and husband, Ted. Mayfield; two sons, Ken Henderson, Mayfield, and
James Henderson, Pryorsburg; one sister, Mrs. Rhonda Lafser, St.
Louis, Mo.; one brother, Rev. Randy McClure, Benton: five grandchildren, Kendra Henderson Mason, Kacie Henderson, Chelsea
Harris, Cody Harris and Charles Henderson; one great-granddaughter, Addison Widelski.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Duane Fields, Rev. Randy McClure
and Bro. Ewing Stubblefield will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Cody Harris, Greg Vaughn, Jason McClure,
Justin Mason, Justin Burd and Max Brand. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens, Murray.
, Visitation svill ,be at the.funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American
Cancer Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, Ky., 42003.

Dan Fain
The funeral for Dan Fain will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. John Sheppard will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Salem Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy may be
made to Salem Baptist Church Cemetery Fund, c/o
Charles Windsor, 166 Honeysuckle Lane, Murray,
Ky., 42071.
Mr. Fain, 86, Ky. 94 West, Murray, died Sunday,
July 29, 2007, at 7:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. An Army
veteran of World War 11, he was a member of Salem Baptist Church
and of the Senior Men's Sunday School class. He was a retired
mechanic for the former Purdom-Sanders Motor Sales and also
retired from the former Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Carolyn Rogers Fain; one
brother, James Fain; and one sister, Melba Ward. Born Oct. 3, 1920,
in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Elmo Fain and Potter
Key Fain.
Survivors include two sons, Jackie Fain and wife, Linda,
Kirksey, and Roger Fain and wife, Kim, Wellington, Colo.; one sister, Mrs. Martha Jo Rogers and husband, Carrol Martin, Murray;
one brother Billy Pat Fain and wife, Lois, Edgewater, Fla.; four
grandchildren, Marc Fain, Candice Fain, Daniell Fain and Brittany
Fain; four great-grandchildren, Hunter Winebarger, Alexis Fain,
Savannah Schleppy and Braedon Schleppy.

Robert Woodrow Tomlin
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A graveside service for Robert Woodrow Tomlin 'will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the Marshall County Memory Gardens. Bro.
Brent Clark will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 10 a.m.
Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's
Hospital or Feed The Children, P.O. Box 36, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
73101-0036.
Mr. Tomlin, 60, Roosevelt Road, Dexter, died
Saturday. July 18. 2007, at 3:50 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of Vietnam War, he was a lifetime member of Disabled American Veterans, and a
member of American Legion Post of Paducah and Ballard County
Eagles Club.
Preceding him in death were his parents, George W. Tomlin and
Martha Jane Small Tomlin, and one stepdaughter, Linda Clark.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Bell Tomlin; one daughter, Mrs. Tanya Tomlin Peyton, one stepdaughter, Laurie Hindy, one
stepson, Thomas Ridgeway, and one grandson, Cody Moore, all of
Benton; several brothers and sisters: several stepgrandchildren and
two stepgreat-grandchildren.

Mrs. Mattie Mildred (Millie) White Graves
The funeral for Mrs. Manic Mildred (Millie) White Graves will
be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Jennings & Ayers Funeral
Home,820 S. Church St., Murfreesboro, Tenn. Burial will follow in
the Graves Family Cemetery in Perry County, Tenn., at 2 p.m.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Graves, 80, Murfreesboro. formerly of New Concord, Ky.,
died Sunday. July 29, 2007, at Adams Place. A homemaker, she was
a member of New Concord Church of Christ, New Concord
Homemakers, Auxiliary Air Force SGT's Association, Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club and East Main Church of
Christ.
Mrs. Graves had lived in several different locations during her
husband's Air Force career before moving to Rutherford County in
1996 from New Concord. A native of Williamson County and Flat
Creek Community. she was the daughter of the late Leonard S.
White and Ora E. Reed White. Also preceding her in death were
three brothers, Everett. Howard and L.S. White. and two sisters,
Sara White Pate and Louise White.
Survivors include her husband, Timothy M. Graves, to whom
she had been married for 51 years; one son. Charles A. Skinner and
wife, Deborah, Murfreesboro; two grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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A graveside service for Kenneth Newton Moore will be today
Tuesday) at 4:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Memorial Gardens.
Benton. Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital. 501 St. Jude Place. Memphis. Tenn..
38105-1942.
Mr.' Moore,66, Union Hill Road, Benton, died Monday. July 16.
2007. at 8:45 p.m. at his home. He had been employed as a maintenance repair at Vanderbilt Chemical. Murray. for 35 years. He was
a member of Glass Pack Corvette Club of Western Kentucky.
Preceding him in death were his father, Pat L. Moore. and one
sister. Janet Meyer. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judy Shepeard
Moore, one daughter, Mrs. Caressia Combs, and two grandsons.
Austin Combs and Dillon Combs, all of Calvert City; his mother.
Ruth Virginia Hale Moore, Hawesville; one niece; one nephew.
three great-nieces.
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Chief Justice John Roberts suffers seizure
WASHINGTON LAP) -Doctors who examined Chief
Justice John Roberts after he had
a seizure at his Maine vacation
home said they found no tumor,
stroke or any other explanation
for the episode.
Roberts, 52, had a similar,
unexplained attack in 1993.
The seizure Monday caused
the chief justice to fall on. a
dock, where he sustained minor
scrapes, Supreme Court spokeswoman Kathy Arberg said. She
said he was kept overnight at the
Penobscot Bay Medical Center
in Rockport for observation.
Hospital officials said this
morning they would not comment further on Roberts' situation and they referred all calls to
the Supreme Court, where there
was no early update on his condition.
By definition, someone who
has had more than one seizure
without any other cause is determined to have epilepsy, said Dr.
Marc Schlosberg, a Washington
Hospital Center neurologist who
is not involved in the Roberts
case.
Whether Roberts will need
anti-seizure medications to prevent another is something he and
his doctor will have to decide.
But after two seizures, the likelihood of another at some point is
greater than 60 percent.
Epilepsy is merely a term for
a seizure disorder, but it is a
loaded term because it makes
people think of lots of seizures,
cautioned
Dr.
Edward
Mkrdichian, a neurosurgeon at
the Chicago Institute of
Neurosurgery
and
Neuroresearch.
Still, Mkrdichian said anyone
who has had two otherwise
unexplained seizures is at high
risk for a third, and that he puts
such patients on anti-seizure
medications.
"Having two seizures so
many years apart without any
known culprit is going to be
very difficult to figure out."
agreed Dr. Max Lee of the
Milwaukee
Neurological
Institute.

AP •
Judge John Roberts, left, is sworn in by Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens, in this,
Sept. 29, 2005 photo as the 17th Chief Justice of the United States in the East Room of the
White House in Washington as his wife, Jane, holds the Bible. Roberts suffered a seizure at
his summer home in Maine on Monday causing a fall that resulted in minor scrapes, Supreme
Court spokeswoman Kathy Arberg said
The incident occurred around
2 p.m. on a dock near Roberts'
summer home in Port Clyde on
Maine's Hupper Island. He had
just gotten off a boat and was
returning home after running
errands, Arberg said. Port Clyde,
which is part of the town of St.
George, is about 90 miles by car
northeast of Portland, midway
up the coast of Maine.
Roberts was taken by private
boat to the mainland and then
transferred to an ambulance, St.
George Fire Chief Tim Polky
said.
"He was conscious and alert
when they put him in the rescue
( vehicle)," Polky said.
Once at the hospital. he
underwent a "thorough neuroevaluation,
logical
which
revealed no cause for concerti

Arberg said.
Named to the court by
President Bush in2005, Roberts
is the youngest justice on a court
in which the senior member,
John Paul Stevens, is 87. Bush
was informed of the hospitalization by his chief of staff, Josh
Bolten, the White House said.
Roberts is the father of two
young children.
Larry Robbins, a Washington
attorney who worked with
Roberts
at
the
Justice
Department in 1993, said he
drove Roberts to work for several months after Roberts' seizure
that year. Robbins said Roberts
never mentioned what the problem was and he never heard of it
happening again.
In 2001, Roberts described
his health as "excellent,"

according to Senate Judiciary•
Committee records.
Roberts became chief justice
after the death of William
Rehnquist in September 2005,
although Bush had first chosen
him to take Sandra Day
O'Connor's seat when she
announced her retirement earlier,
that year.
Roberts has led the Supreme'
Court to a more conservative
stance. Helped by Justice'
Samuel Alito, who won confir-'
mation in early 2006, conserva- •
tives have won twice as often as'
they lost on the Roberts-led
court. The 2006-07 term brought'
limits on abortion rights, restrictions on school integration pro-'
grams and greater freedom for
political advertising.

Late-night TV pioneer Tom Snyder dies at 71,,
SAN FRANCISCO (API — !mire likely to
Tom Snyder, who pioneered the joust
with
late-late network TV talk show guests such as
with a personal yet abrasive the irascible
style, robust laugh and trade- science fiction
mark cloud of cigarette smoke writer Harlan
billowing around his head, has Ellison.
died from complications associSnyder had
ated with leukemia. He was 71. John Lennon's
Snyder died Sunday in San final televised
Francisco, his longtime produc- interview
Snyder
er and friend Mike Horowicz (April 1975)
told The Associated Press on and U2's first U.S. television
Monday.
appearance in June 1981.
"Tom was a fighter,"
One of his most riveting
Horowicz said. "I know he had interviews was with Charles
tried many different treatments." Manson, who would go from a
Prickly and ego-driven. calm demeanor to acting like a
Snyder conducted numerous wild-eyed, insanity-spouting
memorable interviews as host of mass murderer and back again.
NBC's -Tomorrow." which folAnother wacky moment
lowed
Johnny
Carson's came when Plasmatics lead
"Tonight" show from 1973 to singer Wendy 0. Williams blew
'82.
up a TV in the studio; in another
Snyder's style, his show's set appearance she demolished a
and the show itself marked an car. Yet another time. Johnny
abrupt change at 1 a.m. from Rotten decided he really wasn't
Carson's program. Snyder might in the mood to he on a talk show,
joke with the crew in the sparse- leading to an excruciating 12
ly appointed studio, but he was minutes of airtime
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In 1982. the show was canceled after a messy attempt to
reformat it into a talk-variety
show called -Tomorrow Coast
to Coast." It added a live audience and co-hostess Rona
Barrett — all of which Snyder
disdained.
The time slot was taken over
by a hot young comedian named
David Letterman.
-Tom was the very thing that
all broadcasters long to be —
compelling," Letterman said.
"Whether he was interviewing
politicians, authors, actors or
musicians, Tom was always the
real reason to watch. I'm honored to have known him as a
colleague and a friend."
Born in Milwaukee, Snyder
began his career as a radio
reporter in his home town in the
1960s, then moved into local
television news, anchoring
newscasts in Philadelphia. New
York and Los Angeles before
moving to late night.
"He loved the broadcast business," said Marciarose Shestack,

who co-anchored a noontiftie
newscast with Snyder at KYW- •
TV in Philadelphia in the 1960s.;
"He was very surprising and.
very irreverent and not at all a
typical newscaster."
Al Primo, a former TV news
director who gave Snyder one of;
his first TV jobs, said Snyder,
was the "ultimate communicator," able to look directly into a
camera and tell viewers a story/
without looking at notes.
As an interviewer, Snyder
"always used to tell me, I listen?
to what they're saying and I ask:
the questions that the average
guy would want to ask, not a
formulated question," Primo
said.
He returned to local anchoring in New York after
"Tomorrow" left the air. He
eventually hosted an ABC radio,
talk show before easing back
into television on CNBC.
His catch phrase: "Fire up a,
colortini, sit back, relax, and
watch the pictures, now, as they
fly through the air."
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Mrs. Fannie M. Donelson Bowen
Mrs. Fannie M. Carraway Donelson Bowen. 92, Dearborn.
Mich.. formerly of Murray. Ky., died Tuesday. July 24, 2007.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Rheuben
Donelson: second husband. Horace Bowen: one sister. Bernice; and
one brother, Hugh.
Survivors include one son, Darrell Donelson and wife, Kathy.
and Dan Donelson and wife. Carolyn; one stepdaughter. Mrs
Phyllis Ward and husband. Mike; six grandchildren, Dale. Russell.
Gregory and Glen Donelson. Casey Conroy and Tammy Gerdes.
five great-grandchildren; one brother, Thomas Carraway; two sisters. Mrs Wilma Byers and Mrs Rheda Steele.
The funeral was Friday at the Allen Park Chapel-Martenson
Family Funeral Homes. Allen Park. Mich.
Burial was in the Fossett Cemetery in Calloway County. Ky., on
Monday Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of
local arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
wvvw.martenson.corn.
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What's It Worth? will be held
here on Thursday

•
• amis..1

••••••••••...,

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

:
scheduled::
Murray Main Street has
the-1
-What's It Worth?" on Thursday at
corner
the
at
building
historic Post Office
Murof South Fourth and Maple Streets,
a.m.
9:30
to
8:30
from
ray. Setup will be
a.m.
and appraisals will begin at 10
Each person may bring no more thaikd
item
three items. Those who plan to bring
free, to..
toll
call
to
asked
are
appraisal
for
1-800-wpsd-tv, ext 555. and lease a mess:
sage about your items

Bass 'N Gals to meet

Bass 'N Gals Club is scheduled to meet.'
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille. Thi'
is open to all ladies that enjoy fishing wika
enjoy the lake
just
no boat needed,
Photos provdea
Henderson,
Hanna
were.
contests
Poetry
and
in
Literature
winners
place
second
s
Club
CLUB WINNERS: Murray Woman
grade
Rowland,
Jordyn
and
1-3
grade 4-6 and Kathryn Partatto, grade 7-9 third grade left photo, and Linda Arakelyan, grade
4-6, nght photo

Martin selected for
special honors
Zachary Martin, student at
Calloway County High School.
has been %elected to appear in
the publication of "Who's Who
Among Amencan High School
Students- for the 2006-2007
school year.
Martin. a member of the Beta
Club, Pep Club and Future
Business Leaders of America,
and vice president to DEC&
has also been honored as an
All- AnieriCall Scholar and
named to the National Honor
Roil
lie --stterwk---Nevi --Concord
Church of Christ. He is currently employed by Miller and
Wilson CPA's and plans to
attend Murray State Utuvermty majoring in ac counting this
fall.

ServIceNews

Harris graduates from basic
training at Fort Jackson
Army Pvt. Matthew T. Harris has graduated from basic
combat training at Fort Jackson. Columbia, S.C.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Army mission, history, tradition and core values, physical
fitness, and received instruction and practice in basic combat skills, military weapons,
chemical warfare and bayonet
training, drill and ceremony,

Zachary Martin
martin is the son oi I
and Glenda Martin

,
aft)

7111c2nnouncemenl
Anna Grace Litsinger
RUbi I.11songer
ati are the parents of
a daughter. Anna Grace
Litsinger. horn on Thursday,
June 2, 2007. at 5.05 p in
at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
7 ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches The mother is the forHer Karen Green
Grandparents are Dr and
Mrs Tom Green of Murray
and Mr and Mrs. Ti. Litsinger
of S11111111.11)&1
Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs Hilly Esans and the
late Joe Green of Hickory. Mr.
and Mrs James Womon of
Madisonville and Pat Hudgins
of Sponger. N.M.
-Mar

Anna Grace Litsinger

Head Start Registration
scheduled on Aug. 9
Money Presclux)1/Head Start
and Early Head Start will hold
registration tor the 2f107-2(X)8
ss hoot year on Thursday. Aug
9 troth x a in to 3 p m
Registration will be taken
on the first floor of Alexander
Hall on the Murray State Um
%ersity campus on North 16th
Street
Preschoolftlead Start
program %encs eligible three and
tour year old children A limited number of tuition slots ate
as rilahlc on a -first come
first serse basis for children
not otherwise eligible this program seises eligible pregnant
infant and h.ddlcrs it,
•!11.•11

Students from Calloway
County named to UK
dean's list for 2007
LEXINGTON. Ky. —The
University of Kentucky has
recognized the outstanding academic performance of its students. including 10 students
from Calloway County who
were named to the UK dean's
list for the spring 2007 semester.
The students from Calloway
County on the UK dean's list
are the following:
Paul Roberts Colwell. IL a
senior studying political science ; Stephanie Ann Craig. a
senior studying sociology;
Chelsea Nicole Darnell. a junior studying political science:
Leanne Chnsman Hewlett, a
sophomore studying chemistry.
Danny 0 Hudspeth. a fourth
year student studying pharmacy:
Henry Nader Kobraci. a senior studying electrical engineering: Cathannc Sue Lowery, a senior studying architecture; Brandi Nicole Melvin.
J senior studying political sci-

Murray Elementary School PTO will host "A
school.
Roundup" on Thursday from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at the
Caldwell,
Special activities including hot dogs and chips. Janet
principal. urges all students and parents to attend.

Memorial plans new recipe book
Memorial

Baptist
Recipes of former or current members of
Curd,
Valerie
or
Dale
Joe
to
them
submit
to
Church are asked
RayAnn Butterworth or Glenda Wilson for the 75th anniversary cookbook of the church. Also the committee is collecting
may
photos of your favorite MBC memories or stories. Please
be turned in at the church office.

Garden Department will meet

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year with a meeting on Thursday at I p.m* ,
at the club house. "Going Green - One Step at a Time" will',
be the theme of the program with Scott Pile, environmental
science teacher of Calloway County Middle School, as speaker. Hostesses will be Martha Joiner, Elizabeth Pasco and Jane;
•
Hardin. School supplies for Need Line will be collected.
•

Democrats to meet today

Calloway County Democratic Party will meet today at 5 at-,
the Calloway County Public Library. Preparations for the Fancy .
Farm Weekend and the 'fill•governor's campaign -will be
cussed. All Democrats are invited. For more information, contact County Chairman David Ramey at 759-9905.

South Marshall Class plans reunion

The 1967 graduating class of the former South MarshallHigh School will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday, Sept.
IS. at Ponderosa in Draffenville. All members of this class are
invited. For more information call Phyllis Wood at 1-270-5271198 or Esther Ford at 1-270-527-3386.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist,
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near,'
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday

The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30.,
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds'
from the Bingo help support local, national and international.
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First':
Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St. Weigh';
in will he from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at '
227-587

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

CCHS volleyball team plans event

Calloway County High School volleyball team will have a
rebate all day today at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked';
to place their receipts in the box for the team.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council:
will meet today at 3:30 in the conference room. All interested persons are invited.

as follows:

Veterans will be given assistance

University Center at Alexander Hall. the Willis early ('budhood Center or the Ruby Sunpson Children Desclopment ('enter on the Murray State University campus
Early Head Start and the
Willis Early Childhood ('enter
will offer full day/full year sers ices
For more information call
xorr

i Thousands or ow latest fabrics. Wooly, thouswwis,
tt Stylish drapery hardwere
3 lesuttful custom boddins.
,.q,- It.,-e.
,•1041.4 custom upholstery •
S interior design sereices des/grwd to fit your budget -wee Per
•,,, A-. ..? ., •ze,,.. arkr r, orcorv,,re rc..fewelbon rt)ii .s011r IS ay.et how es,as aeries,sae"
Caw died,out the Revd Interlews ellfferenee far vourselP

Dnie/zio

,

Veterans and their families will be given free counseling,
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m to noon at the National Guard Armory,
at Benton Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistani
For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Good Life plans Branson trip
Photo provided
FOUR GENERATIONS: Richard 0 (Red) Woods holds his
great-grandson. Jarod Thomas, along with Jacob Paul.
also a great-grandson to his left Standing behind are his
son Paul, and grandson, Paul (Woody) Jr

subscribe by calling 753-1916
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ence, Kell' Anne Vinson, a
sophomore studying English;
and Brent Michael White. a
sophomore studying pre-engineering.
-- To make a dean's list in
one of the UK colleges. a student must earn a grade point
average of 3.6 or higher and
must have earned 12 credits
or more in that semester, excluding credits earned in pass-fail
classes. Some UK colleges
require a 3.5 GPA to make the
dean's list.
A total of 4,073 students
achieved dean's list recognition.
"UK is happy to tout the
academic success of its students,
such as those who have been
named to the spring 2007 dean's
list." said UK President Lee
T. Todd Jr. "The success of
our students reflects well on
them, their parents, the high
schools from which they graduated. and our faculty at the
university."

the age of three
These children arc sersed at
the center located on the first
floor of Alexander Hall
Preschool/Head Start children
MT served at one of three slICs

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors

MM.

marching. rifle marksmanship,
armed and unarmed combat,
map reading. field tactics, military courtesy, military justice
system. basic first aid, foot
marches, and field training exercises.
He is the son of Darrell
Harris of W. Grove Drive, Murray. Ky.
Harris is a 2005 graduate
of Calloway County High
School, Murray. -

event
Murray Elementary P1'0 to host
Back to School

411 II. 12th It. • 753-1311

Available Anywhere in City or County)

The Murray Bank Good Life will sponsor a trip to Branson. Mo., and the Ozark Mountains (k-t. 23-26. For reservations or more information call Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or
e-mail bsykes(# themurraybank.com

Adult and Family Education in new place
Calloway County Adult and Family Education has mosed to
new location in the Murray Business Center, located north
of Holiday Inn Express. The address Is 19(K) North 12th St.. :
Suite G. and the phone number is still 759-5525. Anica Smith, .
coordinator. said "we help folks brush up on their basic skills
so they can pass the GED. ACT. Compass, pre -employment
tests, help the kids in school, and just to become better edus'ated We also offer English as a second language classes, and
parenting classes, tips and tricks."
el

Auto • Home • Business'• Long Term Care
Farm'• Life • IRA • BlueCross BlueShield

753-4703
kfbmurray.com
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Al Gore's son pleads
guilty to drug charges

Photo provided

WEE CARE VISITOR: Candace Gibson, instructor of the Martial Arts After School Program, recently spent time taking students
on tours of TV-11's and WKMS'studios. The media week concluded with a visit from John Gibson from Murray Electric Systems
who talked to the students about making commercials and programs for public access. The students talked on camera about
what they enjoyed about Wee Care and the summer in general. They will air on MES Channel 15 some time in the near future.
Pictured above are students Hannah Patterson and Luke Schultz while Kaylee Workman and Tatiana Duff watch.

III., Iowa rains push corn prices down

0.

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP) —
Corn farmers aren't the only
ones who have been thankful for
rain in the last few weeks.
Ethanol producers are also
happy that the rain helped the
corn — their main ingredient —
rebound from what was shaping
up to be a mediocre growing
season.
Rain has fallen off and on
through most of July in parts of
the central and eastern Corn
Belt, just as the crop started pollinating. The rain has improved
the health of the crop and, to the
delight of ethanol makers, driven down corn prices.
-This has really helped to
increased the profitability for
ethanol producers," said Rick
Kment, an ethanol analyst with
DTN, an Omaha. Neb.-based
agricultural market information
company.
Farmers planted a record
92.9 million acres of corn this
year, based largely on the
expected demand for ethanol.
Production of the fuel additive
has risen more than 40 percent
since 2004. according to the
industry trade group Renewable
Fuels Association, with demand
increased by high oil prices.
But a lot of that crop grew

under sunny, cloudless skies
through June, leading to worries
that all those acres might yield
relatively little corn.
Then came the rain, as much
as 6 inches so far in July in eastern Iowa and western Illinois,
according to the Midwestern
Regional Climate Center. Iowa
is the country's top corn producer and Illinois is No. 2, accounting between them for 30 percent
of corn planted in the United
States this year.
In mid-June, a little more
than half of Illinois' corn crop
was in good to excellent condition, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Last
week, that figure was 81 percent. In Iowa, it was still healthy
at 63 percent, held down by dry
conditions in the western end of
the state.
"It's no big mystery why the
good to excellent rating for corn
is at 81 percent," said Emerson
Nafziger, a University of Illinois
crop expert. In one week alone,
an average of almost 2 inches of
rain fell across Illinois, he said.
Nationwide,62 percent of the
corn crop is in good to excellent
shape, according to the USDA,
and a quarter is considered at
least fair.

Corn prices, which have been
easing since hitting $4 a bushel
in February, have responded. A
DTN price index of cash-market
corn -- siihich accounts for most
of the corn used to make
ethanol, according to Kment —
stood just under $3 on Friday.
The price drop, Kment said,
has pushed a lot of investment
funds out of the corn market in
the past few weeks, taking even
more air out of prices.
"You can make very good
returns at $3 corn," said Dave
Nelson.
chairman
of
Minneapolis-based
Global
Ethanol LLC, which has plants
in Iowa and Michigan."When it
gets to $4, it gets pretty tight."
The prospect of an abundant
crop has also convinced some
Wall Street analysts who follow
publicly traded ethanol makers
that corn prices will fall further
and improve the companies'
returns.
Citibank initiated coverage
last week of two ethanol makers,
VeraSun Energy Corp. of
Brookings, S.D., and Denverbased BioFuel Energy Corp.
with buy recommendations.
"A meaningful decline in
corn prices would suggest the
potential for improving prof-

LAGUNA NIGUEL,Calif.(AP)— Al Gore's son pleaded guilty
Monday to possessing marijuana and other drugs, but a judge said
the plea could be withdrawn and the charges dropped if he successfully completes a drug diversion program.
Authorities have said they found drugs in Al Gore Ill's car after
the 24-year-old was pulled over July 4 for going 100 mph in his
Toyota Prius.
He pleaded guilty to two felony counts of drug possession, two
misdemeanor counts of drug possession without a prescription, and
one misdemeanor count of marijuana possession, the district attorney's office said.
Jaime Coulter, senior deputy district attorney, said Gore's sentencing will be continued until Feb. 7. If he has complied with all the
conditions of the diversion program, the sentencing will be continued again for another year, with charges possibly being dropped in
2009.
"At that point, he will be able to withdraw his guilty plea as if he
never entered it," Coulter said.
Gore has been at a live-in treatment center since his arrest, said
Allan Stokke, his attorney.
"He's actually doing more than what other people do as far as
treatment goes," Stokke said. "He's got great family support."
Gore's parents did not attend the hearing at the request of their
son, but they were in California to support him, Stokke said. The
family had no comment, said Kalee Kreider, a spokeswoman.
Gore was treated the same as other defendants with no prior convictions for drug charges and no criminal record, according to a
defense attorney not involved in the case.
"It passes the sniff test," said lawyer Rosanne Faul, who specializes in DUI and drug cases. "As far as first-time offenders and drug
diversion, it doesn't sound like he's getting special treatment."
Deputies who pulled over Gore said they discovered less than an
ounce of marijuana and a variety of medications, including Xanax,
Valium, Vicodin and Adderall. Authorities said he did not have a
prescription for any of those medications. Gore also was charged
with a traffic infraction for speeding.
The son of the former vice president and Democratic presidential
nominee was previously arrested for marijuana possession in
Maryland in 2003, when he was a student at Harvard University.
Gore completed substance abuse counseling to settle those charges.
He now lives in Los Angeles and is an associate publisher of
GOOD, a magazine aimed at young people that is about philanthropy.

itability and drive ethanol stock
prices up," Citibank analyst
David Driscoll, who expects.,
corn prices to level off at $2.75 a
bushel in the long term, wrote in
a note to investors.
The corn harvest will start
late next month in the southern
United States and run through
November, meaning a lot could
still happen to this year's crop,
Kment and others caution.
But Nafziger is optimistic
that the promise many farmers
in Illinois now see in their fields
will be fulfilled.
"We sometimes have surprisAP
es after this, but I guess in my
Albert Gore III, right, stands next to his lawyer, Allan Stokke,
experience the crop is as close to
safe at this point as it's ever in Orange County Superior Court in Laguna Niguel, Calif.,
Monday.
been," he said.
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Classical music used to chase away gangs from bus stops
TACOMA. Wash.(AP) — City authorities, fed
up with gang activity in public places, are taking
Bach their bus stop.
Transit workers are installing speakers this
week to pump classical music from Seattle's
KING-FM into the Tacoma Mall Transit Center.
The tactic is designed to disperse young criminals
who make drug deals at the bus stop or use public
transportation to circulate between the mall and
other trouble-prone places.
The attack by Bach, Brahms and Beethoven
follows the theory that prompted the city to stage
pinochle games on dangerous street corners:
Jolting the routine in such spots throws criminals
off balance.
"It's based on routine activity theory and situational crime prevention. You mix different types of
activities in locations that are crime-ridden to
change the composition of the environment," said
psychologist Jacqueline Helfgott, who chairs the
Criminal Justice Department at Seattle University.
Skeptics include Tony Wilson. a bus driver for
1/i years.

"It could do one of two things: It could calm the
beast, or it could just stir things up," Wilson said.
"I think the reason we don't have music on the
buses is that you can't please everyone. It would
Just cause drama."
If the stream of divertimentos, scherzos and
polonaises reduces disorder at the mall, speakers
may be installed at more bus stops, said Rod
Baker, chief of public safety for Pierce Transit.
"We want to create an atmosphere that is safe
for our passengers," Baker said. "If this has an
impact on encouraging people to move elsewhere
instead of hanging around and loitering around an
area, then why not"
Vrahmel Obleanis, 19, playing a Nintendo
GarneBoy at the mall bus stop, said troublemakers
won't like the orchestral strains, but they'll probably just move somewhere out of earshot.
"They'll say, 'This is whack, and go over and
hang out at the mall or by Babies 'R' Us,"
Obleanis said. "The music isn't going to change
the attitude of the kids."
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Dancer teaches seniors a
thing or two about balance

Adults-only wedding gets
no ringing endorsement
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Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

Teleglnilisterg
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. July 31. day
212 of 2007 There are 153 days
left in the year
Today 's Highlight in History
On Juls I. 1777. the Marquis de Lafayette, a 19-year old
French nobleman, was made a
major-general in the American Continental Army
On this date.
In 1556. St Ignatius of Loyola. founder of the Society of
Jesus - the Jesuit order of Cathohe

priests and brothers — died in
Rome.
In 1875. the 17th president of
the United States, Andrew Johnson, died in Carter County, Tenn
at age he)
Weimar
In 1919. Germany
Constitution was adopted by the
republic's National Assembly
In 1945, Pierre Laval, premier
of the pro-Nazi Vichy gosernrnent. surrendered to US authorities in Austria. he was turned
over to France, which later tned

and executed him
In 1941t. President Harry- Truman helped dedicate' New York
International Airport dater John
Kennedy International
Airpot
ldkss Id field
In 1957. the Distant Early Warning Line, a system of radar stations designed to detect Soviet
bombers approaching North America, went into operation
In 1964. the Amencan space
probe Ranger VII transmitted pictures of the moon's surface.
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'The Genius' truly was one
WALSH'S INTELLECTUAL WAYS TOOK FOOTBALL TO NEW

SCOTT HECKEL / AP
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BY DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
Bill Walsh might have been the first
football coach given the label "genius."
He deserved it — and not just with Xs
and Os.
Yes, Walsh designed the "West Coast
offense" — used by dozens of NFL
teams, imitated by dozens of coaches the
last 25 years and credited for San Francisco's five Super Bowls victories. But
the man who died Monday at age 75
was as well-rounded a football man as
there has ever been — on and off the
field.
Not only did he take an offense taught
to him by Sid Gilman when he was an
assistant in Cincinnati, but he innovated
within that offense.
"The Drive," which culminated with
the Joe Montana to Dwight Clark TD
pass that put the 49ers in their first
Super Bowl in January 1982 was a masterpiece of playcalling that featured more
runs than passes as the Dallas team
expected Montana to throw, throw, throw.
"He had everything broken down into
real refined detail, the ways guys did
things," said Howard Mudd, the Colts'
offensive line coach, who as a fledgling
coach when Walsh was an assistant in

HEIGHTS

San Diego developing Hall of Fame quarterback Dan Fouts. "And yet, he didn't
make them real mechanical men. He'd
take quarterbacks who could run and let
them run. He'd take quarterbacks that
couldn't run and let them sit in the pocket. "
But for Walsh, there was always so
much more than football.
He was one of the first to realize the
importance of getting black players into
coaching.
"He was just a very socially conscious
guy," said Tony Dungy, the first black
coach to win a Super Bowl. Dungy, who
played one year for Walsh, was traded
to the New York Giants for Ray Rhodes,
whom Walsh later added to his coaching staff and eventually became one of
the NFL's first black coaches.
Another strength, perhaps Walsh's greatest, was judging talent.
Even his failures succeeded.
By several accounts, he had to be
convinced by chief scout Tony Razzano
to take Montana with a third-round pick
in his first draft in 1979.
But in 1985, he jumped up from 28th,
last in the first round, to 16 to take a
receiver named Jerry Rice, whose stock
See WALSH,28
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Music City Mainstay

Boatright
1 of 3
finalists for
North Alabama
AD job
MSU ASSOCIATE AD TO
INTERVIEW WEDNESDAY
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Darron Boatright, the associate athletics director for external affairs at
Murray State University, is among three
finalists for the vacant athletics director's job at the University of North
Alabama.
The Times Daily of Florence, Ala.,
recently reported on its
website that Boatright
is joined by Virginia
Military Institute senior associate athletics
director Bart Bellairs
and Mark Linder, the
athletics director at
Division ll Missouri
Boatright
Western State, among
the final three candidates for the position.
According to the newspaper, North
Alabama's 11-member search committee identified the three finalists from
a list of more than 50 applicants.
Boatright is scheduled to interview
for the UNA post on Wednesday.
Murray State athletics director Allen
Ward confirmed Monday morning that
Boatright is seeking the position.
"I would definitely hate to lose him.
Darron's done a great job for us," said
Ward. "But if it works out for him
and that's what he wants, I will do
anything I can to try and help him."
See BOATWRIGHT,2B
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Chicago's Alfonso Soriano
reacts after striking out as
the Phillies' Carlos Ruiz
walks away during the fifth
inning Monday in Chicago.
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ATLANTA APPROVES
DEAL AFTER VIEWING
MEDICAL RECORDS

Hamels
hammers
down win
for Phils

ATLANTA (AP) — Mark Teixeira
could be the Atlanta Braves' new cleanup
hitter as early as Tuesday night.
The Braves reached an agreement
on Monday to send
rookie catcher Jarrod
and
Saltalamacchia
three minor leaguers to
Texas for the powerful, switch-hitting Teixofficial
The
eira.
announcement of the
deal is expected to
els ra
come on Tuesday.
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Big day brewing in baseball
BONDS, A-ROD AND
GLAVINE COULD GO FOR
MILESTONES ALL AT ONCE
By JANIE McCAULEY
AP Sports Writer
Barry Bonds. Alex Rodnguet and Tom
Glavine all could make history in a matter of hours — and that would sure be
a special night for their sport.
On Tuesday. Bonds could try again to
tie Hank Aaron's 755, while A-Rod will
chase his 541001 home run and Glavine
will go for career victory No. 300.
And it's the trading deadline, too.
"It's going to be an interesting week
in baseball,' said Dusty Baker. Bonds'
former manager who played alongside
Aaron with Atlanta.
It would be memorable, all right. From
Chavez Ravine to the Bronx and Brew
City, it's going to be a fun night.
"I'd like to see everyone do it." said
the Giants' MAL Sweeney. who moved
into second place on the career pinch-hit
list last week. 'The history of the game
Is special. and it glorifies the others who
have done stuff. It glorifies what the game
is all about."
Yet there's no guarantee Bonds will
be in the starting lineup for the series
opener on the road against the rival Los
Angeles Dodgers.
"We'll sea.- Was all Giants manager
Bruce Both!, would say Sunday.
Bonds hit his 754th home run Friday

night against Florida. then went I -for-7
with five walks the rest of the weekend.
That left him trying to match Aaron's
mark on the road, and it won't be friendly.
The hostile Dodger crowd likely will
try to make Bonds uncomfortable in lett
field and at the plate this week. The
Giants then head further south to San
Diego for the weekend.
"It's easy to just go and be against
him." said San Francisco center fielder Dave
Roberts, who has played for both the
Dodgers and Padres. "I hope people go
above that. In my perfect world, that's
the way it is."
When Bonds isn't in the batter's box,
he has been in front of the personal flatscreen TV at his corner clubhouse locker -- hoping to see Rodriguez reach 500.
Since hitting No. 499 on Wednesday
in Kansas City, Rodriguez is 0-for-12 with
five strikeouts. New York opens a homestand against visiting Chicago White Sox
on Tuesday at Yankee Stadium.
A-Rod, who turned 32 on Friday. is
bidding to break Jimmie .Foxx's record
(32. 338 days) as the youngest to reach
500.
"Nobody will ever beat that," Bonds
said.
Even Ryan Howard?
"Not a chance," the slugger said.
Glavine and the New York Mets will
be at Milwaukee. He looks to become
baseball's 23rd 300-game winner, at age
41 and in his 20th major league season.
The left-hander gave up Bonds 745th

home run back on May 8, but also got
his 294th victory in that game.
anticipate a sigh of relief," Glavine
said of having it all over.
Still, much of the focus out West will
be on Bonds.
The 43-year-old slugger couldn't tie
Aaron at home and is booed and derided on the road, partly because of steroid
suspicions surrounding his quest. In St.
Louis, fans hollered every time the ball
headed his way in left field but they also
yelled at their own pitcher whenever Bonds
was walked.
Roberts played 2 112 seasons for Los
Angeles before the Dodgers dealt him to
the Red Sox midway through Boston's
2(X)4 championship season.
"I played in Los Angeles, and I'd like
to think they get it as well," he said.
"They're different kind of fans. This is
beyond the rivalry. This is history. Then
they can go back to the rivalry stuff."
Bonds would first see All-Star righty
Brad Penny on Tuesday, followed by 6foot-9 left-hander Mark Hendrickson and
then former teammate and righty Brett
Tomko in Thursday night's series finale.
Bonds doesn't seem to care. John
Smoltz. and Tim Hudson of Atlanta went
right after him last week, and so did
Marlins lefty Dontrelle Willis on Friday
night.
Bonds started only three of the Giants'
seven games during the team's previous
trip to Chicago and Milwaukee, resting
his sore legs for three days before connecting twice July 19 at Wrigley Field.
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American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
—
64 41 610
Boston
8
533
49
58
New York
12
52 53 495
Toronlo
49 56 47114 1/2
Baltimore
24
40 85 381
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct 08
W
—
61 44 581
Detroit
1
60 45.571
Cleveland.
7
514
54 51
Minnesota
13
48 57 457
Chicago
14
47 584.48
Kansas City
West Division
GB
L Pct
W
61 43 587
Los Angeles
3
558
46
58
Seattle
13
49 57 462
Oakland
1
46 59 43815 2
Texas

Monday's Games
Tampa Bay 5, Toronto 4 11 innings
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 1
Detroit 5. Oaldand 2
Seattle 2, LA. Angels 0
Tuesdey's Games
Baibmore (Bedard 10-4) at Boston
(Beckett 13-4), 805 p m
Texas (McCarthy 4-7) ai Cleveland
(Carrnona 13-4). 8 05 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 5-13) at
N Y Yankees (Mussina 5-7). 605 p m
Toronto (Litsch 3-4) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 2-10). 6.10 p.m.
Kansas City (De La Rosa 8-10) at
Minnesota (Silva 8-11). 710pm
A Angelis (Lackey 12-6) at Seattle
(Weaver 2-9). 9 05 p m
Detroit (Veriander 11-3) at Oakland
(Hari 12-3), 9 05 p m
Wednesday's Gornes
Toronto at Tampa Bay, 2 10 p m
Detroit at Oakland, 235 pm
Baltimore at Boston, 605 p m
Texas at Cleveland. 605 p m
Chicago White Sox at N V Yankees
605 pm
Kansas City at Minnesota 7 10 p m
LA Angels at Seattle 9 05 p m
Thursday's Games
Texas at Cleveland 11 05 a m
Baltimore at Boston 1205 pm
Chicago White Sox at N V Yankees
12 05 p m
Kansas City at Minnesota. 12 10 pm
L A Angels at Oakland 905 p m

NBA

Garnett headed to Boston for 7 total players
is
Boston
the
ng
changi
of
brink
the
on
Celtics from one of the worst teams in
the Eastern Conference to one that should
he among the best.
Add htm to Paul Pierce and Ray Allen,
and the Celtics have three perennial allders
stars who make them instant conten
ence.
confer
re
in the medioc
That addition could come Tuesday
BOSTON

I AP) — Kevin Garnett

The Celtics, who won the last of their
NBA record 16 titles back in 1986, have
agreed in principle to acquire the AllStar forward in a multiplayer trade with
the Minnesota Timberwolves. a Celtics
official told The Associated Press on Monday.
He could cost them as many as seven
players. including 22-year old forward Al
Jefferson. one of their best players, 21 year-old swingman Gerald Green, guard

Sebastian Telfair and center Theo Ratliff.
said the official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity because the deal had not
been completed. The official also said the
Timberwolves would get at least one draft
The teams still had to clarify items in
some of the players' contracts, but the
official said that would not prevent the
Celtics from acquinng Garnett. although
there could be a change in the players
ticketed for the Timberwolves..

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pal GB
W
—
59 46 562
New York
3
533
49
56
Philadelphia
55 51 519 4 1/2
Atlanta
49 57 46210 1/2
Florida
14
45 60 429
Washington
Canino Division
L Pet as
W
57 49 538
Mihvaukas
1
55 49 529
Chicago
6
49 53 480
St. Louis
1/2
43810
59
46
Haute:in
12
45 61 425
Cincinnati
42 61 40813 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
57 48 543
Los Angeles
58 49 542
Anzona
56 48 538 1/2
San Diego
53 51 510 3 1/2
Colorado
11
45 58,437
San Francisco

Monday a Games
Philadelphia 4 Chicago Cubs 1
Tuesday's Games
Colorado (Cook 7-6) at Florida (Olsen
8-8). 605 p.m.
h
Si Louis tWainwnght 9-8) at Pittsburg
(Mahoirn 7-12). 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (Livingston 2-1) at
Washington (Chico 4-6). 605 p m
Houston (Sampson 7-7) at Atlanta
iJames 8-8), 6 35 p m
ee
N V Mets (Glavine 9-6) at Milwauk
(Suppan 8-9). 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Eaton 9-6) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 7-6), 7.05 p m
Arizona (Webb 9-8) at San Diego
Germano 6-5) 905 p m
San Francisco (Lowry 11-7) at LA
Dodgers (Penny 13-1). 9- 10 p m
Wednesday's Games
Colorado at Flonda. 605 pm
St Louis at Pittsburgh 605 pm
Cincinnati at Washington. 6.05 pm
Houston at Atlanta, 6 35 pm
N V Mets at Milwaukee 705 pm
Philadelphia at Chicago Cubs, 705
pm
Anzona at San Diego. 9 05 p m
San Francisco at L A Dodgers. 9 10
pm
Thursday's Games
St Louis at Pittsburgh, 11 35 am
N.Y Mets at Milwaukee. 1 05 pm
Philadelphia at Chicago Cubs, 1 .20
pm
Anzona at San Diego 2 35 pm
Colorado at Florida 6 05 pm
Cincinnati at Washington. 6-05 p m
Houston at Atlanta. 635 p m
San Francisco at L A Dodgers. 9 10
m
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lor to testify against Vick and
has two remaining co-defendants
if called upon to do so. Taylor cannot get a stiffer sentence or face any new charges
based on any new information
he provides, according to terms
of the agreement.
Additional charges are possible, however. against Vick
and the other two Federal prosecutors have said a superseding indictment will be issued
in August
Vick's lead attorney, Billy
Martin, did not immediately
return a phone message.
Taylor, 34. of Hampton.
pleaded guilty to conspiracy to
travel in interstate commerce
in aid of unlawful activities.
and conspiring to sponsor a
dog in an animal fighting venslates
The plea deal requires Tay- ture

RICHMOND, Va. (AP)
One of Michael Vick's co-defendants pleaded guilty Monday
to his role in a dogfighting
conspiracy he says was financed
almost entirely by the Atlanta
Falcons quarterback
As part of a plea agreement. Tony Taylor pledged to
fully cooperate with the government in its prosecution of
Vick and two other men accused
of running an interstate dogfighting enterprise known as
"Bad New, Kennels" on Vick's
property in rural Surry County.
"The 'Bad Newt Kennels.
operation and gambling monies
were almost exclusively funded by Vick.- a summary of
facts supporting the plea agreement and signed by Taylor

•Walsh

IT'c TVOT
TOO LATE!
The \fur-nix -Calloway County Soccer
Association has extended it's online registration through Jtil 31. To register online.
go to www.beecreek.org and click on the
"online registration- link. Please note that
a $5 online registration fee will apply
For more information, please contact
Shellie Barrow at 753-8962

From Page 18
had fallen because he had run
the 40-yard dash in a mediocre
4 6 seconds in workouts
A year later, he had what
many people consider the best
draft ever — John Taylor. Tom
Rathman. Tim McKyer. Larry
Roberts. Steve Wallace, Kevin
Fagan. Don Griffin and Charles
Haley All major contributors,
their teams won two Super
Bowls Haley, later traded to
Dallas. won three more titles
with the Cowboys
Walsh had an equally good
eye for coaching talent
He knew where to look —
such as Brigham Young. which
during Walsh's early years with

From Page 1B
Boatnght, a 1998 MSU graduate and a Marshall County
native, came back to Murray
in July 2005 to join Ward's
staff as MSU's assistant director of athletics for marketing
and development. Last year, he
was promoted to the position
of associate athletics director for
external affairs.
In addition to overseeing
MSU's marketing and promotions strategies. Boatnght is
the athletics department's contact for all corporate giving.
In addition, he oversees the
ticket office, baseball and men's
and women's golf programs,
as well as cheerleading and
the administration of the Racer
Club.
Before returning to Murray
State, Boatnght served as the
director of basketball operations under former Racer head
coach Mark Gottfned at the Uni-

versity of Alabama from 1999
to 2005. He also was the special campaigns director for
Alabama athletics development.
Boatright. 32, told The Times
Daily that he was attracted to
the UNA job for several reasons.
"It is an honor for me to
be associated with a school
like UNA. I'm very excited
about this opportunity.- said
Boatnght. "No. I. the university as a whole has experienced great success and longevity and is widely respected.
athletic
"Secondly, the
department has sustained success nationally. No. 3 is the
support that the community and
the entire (Muscle) Shoals area
gives to UNA.- he continued;
"You won't have to rem-.
vent the wheel at UNA. A
great foundation has been laid
at UNA and you just need to
continue to build on it."

the 49en had perhaps the most Walsh hired in 1986 Holmsophisticated passing game in gren became the 49ers offensive coordinator, replaced by
college football
In 1979, he hired former Mike Shanahan As head coach
.
BYU tight end Brian Mick. in Green Bay and Seattle
Gruwho impressed him in an inter- Holmgren spun off Jon
view Walsh didn't have a slot den, Steve Manucci. Rhodes
on his coaching staff so he and Andy Reid. another BYU
put Billick on the public rela- grad
Dungy •s not part of that
though
—
tions payroll
ng tree but playing for
coachi
team
the
d
covere
reporters who
Walsh in 1979 certainly left a
in those days remember Bulick as a coaching intern rather mark
"He never focused on what
than a PR man
couldn't do, and if you
guys
ant
import
most
But Walsh's
good at one thing. it
BYU hire (unless you count weren't
matter because he
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Steve
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he
the trade in which
to substitute
afraid
not
Young from Tampa) was Mike was
23 players
or
22
all
use
and
FranSan
Holmgren, a former
said MonDungy
e."
offens
cisco high school coach %tom on

day. "He was very much under
control and professorial, and
that's something I really appreciated. I learned an awful lot
in one year"
That's the ultimate legacy.
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Community Youth Services, a provider of communit.-based residential services to children with emodonaL developmental disabilities, intends to operate
the following home in compliance with all applicable
state and local regulations:
1636 Olive Street,
Murray, KY. For more information contact CYS at
,2701 527•8388
CYS an equal opportunity
pruvider,employer, does not discriminate on the
basis of age, sex, race, color national origin, or religion
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Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
OASIS/OBQI Coordinator for our Home
Health Department. Coordinator responsible for all OASIS/QI activities and training and education of staff as it relates to
OASIS and OBQI.
Must be a registered nurse with 2 years
experience licensed in Tennessee. Home
Health and Q1 experience preferred.
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We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus & a career
ladder program. Interested candidates
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ATTENTION '
cid
PARENTS4
You can still sign your child up
for fall soccer at Bee Creek!
Just visit the Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association website at
www.beecreek.org and click the "online
registration" link. Online registration will
he open until July 31 at Midnight.
010
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Spring Creek Health
Care located at 1401
South 16th Street,
Murray, Kentucky is
accepting bids for 5
small
landscaping
project*. Please contact Sandra Dick at
270-767-3663 no later
than 4:00 p.m. Friday,
August 3, 2007
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KINDERMUSIK
Registration/Demo
Class will be held
Saturday, August 4
10 00AM
at
the
County
Calloway
Public Library Meeting
room Kindermusik is a
music and movement
class with a developmentally appropriate
curnculum that focuses on the total growth
for the developing child
for newborn to age 5
Please
years
old
call Linda Stalls 7533763 or 759-9015 for
more information
Drivers
STUDENT
notice sign for cars at
Sandra D's. 94E
293-3816
050

Lost and Reed
5100 Reward
Lost Female Cairn
Terner, light brown with
A touch of Black Hazel
area on 7/28/07 She
is very fnendly and
loves people if you
have seen her or know
where she is Please
call

(270)705-4045
(270)705-0704
(270)753-9925
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7113-41142
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A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
YVKUMFS
270-443-9004
machine
KNITTING
Vendors. 2nd 8 3rd
shift Full time. Pall
Industrial
time
machine experience
reQUirell Call for an
aPPOirdment
270-753-5/94

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Certified Nursing
Assistants. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions. Full-time LPN
We otter competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
person at Bnithaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
CBORD SUPPORT
TECHNICIAN. Fulltime, benefits Two
years of college
required, bachelor's
degree in a technology
related field preferred
Additional related college exchanged for a
portion of the experience requirement
Three years of database management and
computer networks
experience
Application deadline
August 10. 2007
Salary $19 16 Per
hour Clock on
-Emplornenr at
www murraystate edu
for additional information Apply at Human
Resources. Murray
State University. 404
Sparks Haft Murray.
KY 42071-3312
Wornen/monortes
encouraged to aPPN
EEO. AVM. AA
mower,
CHILD care center
seeking experienced
help Afternoons arid
day shift available
Apply in person at
1406-El N 12th St
Murray

OASIS/OBQI
COORDINATOR HOME
HEALTH

rtminic only: iiityrs tots dill he
Lir:tilted tip qualified applicants

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
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Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Network Tech Support Analyst for our
Information
Systems
Department.
Position is responsible for system backups, managing enterprise software, and
troubleshooting network devices such as
PCs and printers.
Interested candidates must possess strong
organizational and communication skills.
Associate degree in computer/information
system or comparable degree.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Emploser

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral. written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

HOME HEALTH NURSES
- County Medical Center is seeking RNs
Hem)
for our Home Health Department. Laptop
computers are pros ided for patient charting.
Full-time and part-time positions and flexible
schedules are available
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.
We provide excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package. sign-on bonus. & a career ladder program. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal OpennuanyErrIl
)
oyer

Our culture is one of a
team
environment
made up of individual
employees who are
self-motivated, with a
high standard for quality and who are able to
think for themselves.
Spoilable Scoreboards
otters a competitive
wage and benefit package, including health
insurance, paid vacation, paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and 'I\oso Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.43
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr
140
Write Buy
RETIREE looking to
buy or invest in smallmedium size business.
All replies are confidential. Respond to
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray,KY 42071.

THE Story of Calloway
County
1822-1976.
Published by Murray
Democrat Publishing
Company. Written by
Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings. (270)3002280,(270)360-1084

DANCE
instruct°
needed
to
teach
Thriller dance Call Sue
at 761-3737
DO you lova worldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENJOY
Foster
Parenting,
reward
yourself by making a
difference. Call
1-866-30-NECCO
EXPERIENCED grill
cook wanted Days
only. Must work weekends. Apply in person
before 2PM. No phone
calls. Hungry Bear
Restaurant
FEMALE student in
wheelchair looking for
a personal care attendant Duties include
Assistance with shower. dressing, errands.
etc Must be flexible &
have
clean driving
record. Some travel
required. Experience
preferred but will train
right person Please
send resume to PCA
P0
Box
23267,
Owensboro KY 42304
or
e-mail
sisharp0yahoo.corn
HELP WANTED
Pert/Full thne 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
S9twr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
www.1868974loba.com
HVAC
Licensed
HVAC
Journeymen,
sheet
metal mechanics &
service techs needed
for local business Pay
based on experience
Send resume to PO
Box 1 597 Murray, KY
42071
LOCAL CPA firm has
permanent part-time
position for person with
computer bookkeeping, payroll, and sales
experience
tax
Ouckbooks a plus
Reply to P0 Box
1040-W, Murray. KY
42071.
NOW taking applications for ail positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Dvivia-In, 217 S. 12th
St Murray. KY. No
phone calls

ORGANIST needed a
St. Peter Episcopa
Church, Gulbertsville to
liturgical
music
Sundays for 10AM
service. Contact Chris
at 270-748-5257.
PARKING ENFORCEMENT/COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
(police dispatching).
Full-time, benefits.
High school graduate,
Iwo years experience
in similar position
required. Computer
knowledge required;
public safety expenence preferred. Some
holiday, evening,
weekend work
required. Salary
$10.72 hourly. Click
on "Employmenr at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Apply at: Human
Resources, Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray
KY 42071-3312.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.

It you are career-oriented and would like to
part
become
of
Sponable's
team.
email resume to: recruitrig@ scoreboard 1 cam or
complete an application at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray
090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

Articles
For Sala
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
oscillator, water fall
cover, retail $7.300.
must sell
$3,600.
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FRESH Home Grown
Vegetables. Purple hull
peas.
shelled
&
unshelled. Must other
vegetables grown in
garden. Call James
Sills 227-2162

HUNTING rights to 137
acres for lease to highest bidder. For location
of prime deer & turkey
hunting, call 489-2662.
Bidding ends 8/15/07.

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 3BR 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area.
753-1011
1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts #66.
(270)978-0723
2000 Clayton 16x80.
Vinyl siding, 38R 2BA,
like new. 270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-584-4926
Ends
August 15
REDUCED! '97 28x70
38R 2BA. Must sell

HEARTWORKS
270-527-6604
Will create custom
scrapbooks for $8.00 a
page plus cost of supplies. Also will knit
$110 per month. Newer
baby blankets,
homes only. 492-8488
scarves, ponchos, and
other items to order.
111A1Mil
phintents For R1111
759-5531 or 978-0747 [

ANTIQUES Call Larry

Calloway County

75'• 16'11

I BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs.
campers. motorhomes
trailers, almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-X. Murray.
KY 42071

GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners.
baseboard
heaters. Used carpet
trig. 753-4109

WESTSIDE
Baptist
Church. 207 Robertson
Road
Position
available
Kingdom Kids Learning
Center Director
Pan time, up to 28
(Monday.
hrsh•elt
Tuesday. Thursday)
For qualifications or
more information, call
753-8240 or go by
church office. Deedline
to apply: August 10.
2007

SporhEttufirwIt

$29.500.
Computers

RETURNING
to
school? Need extra
cash?
Immediate
openings for full & part
time employees. Patti's
1880s
Restaurant,
Grand Rivers, KY. 888736-2515

WAREHOUSE TRUCK
DRIVER.
Full-time,
benefits
One year
truck driving and warehouse equipment operation required. Valid
driver's license necessary. Salary $7.52 per
hour.
Apply
at
Human
Resources,
Murray
State
University. 404 Sparks
Hall,
KY
Murray.
4207 1 - 33 1 2
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F JD,
EEO.
employer.

1610D Yanmar tractor
364 hours. 5' Yanma
rotary tiller, 4' box
blade, 6' Rhino finish
mower. 270-753-7376

150

060

I

NETWORK TECH
SUPPORT ANALYST

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has a day
shill, entry-level production position available. This full time
position requires: the
use of small hand tools,
such as dnlls and nvet
guns; the ability to read
and follow a wiring
schematic; the installation of pre-assembled
electronic components,
wiring harnesses and
digit display systems.
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality
of the final product.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
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PARTS & service
Keith's Lawn & tractor.
759-9831
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax. HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St
759-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

ONE to three acres
Southwest area suited
for building home
753-4573 293-5572

On the square Murray

The Place to

Home Funeelenp

Start... Murray

QUEEN size mattress
& foundation 6 months
old, very nice, $300
293-0669

Ledger 8 Times

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray

ictonal History & starting at $200/mo
Family History
753-4109.
Books
1BR near MSU, other
759-4938
locations available,
753-2390
appliances. Coleman

(270)753-1713
160

We make house calls at
no extra charge'
Various Computing Services
SPECIAL RATE: ONLY S35. kr!
Call 270-205-9490 or see
www.lestercomputerrepaircom

RE 753-9898
1BR, various locations
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances,
area. 293-6968
28R duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished, Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU. C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-1 898
3BR 2BA duplex, fireplace, dining room.
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
Duplex 2-BR, 1 -Bath.
CM/A, Appliances &
W/D furnished.
Lawn care included
No pets. 1 -year Lease
$425/month plus
deposit. 304-A South
6th
615-907-4955
LARGE 1BR with
walk-in closets, located
on campus behind
Bradley Book
Company $300/mo
(270)293-4602
LARGE finished basedowntown,
ment,
shared utility, great for
couples, no pets, reference required Call
(270)350-1863
RED OAKS APTS.
SPediel
$100 Deposit
1BR 6325
2BR $375
Cal Today!
763-8484.
7

_
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REGISTERED Grim
Dane puppies, 1-rnale,
I -female, parents on
premises
$500
(270)759-1771
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC, dew claws
removed,
shots,
wormed.
male
&
female, $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt.. water
paid, available now, no
pets 753-5980

WANT to buy' hay to
cows 731-247-5776
731-642-2555

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Omortunity
TDD .1430-648-6056

=L.
All Real Estate ether
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference. limitation
Of discnmination based
on race, G0101., religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or dtscnmination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
'Wormed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis

Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
Included. 767-9946

28R 28A. garage, flea
college, mint condition.
$650 month.
216-973-8841
38R, 2 bath home on
lake with pnvate dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5258
38R, LR, den or 4th
bedroom, 1-1/2 bath,
utility room on 17th St.
$700
month
plus
deposit. 492-6127 or
293-1155

Wt fti I lift sts
Ait) !menti(In.
.A0)('ondition

BRAND new 38R 28A.
1.500 sq.tt. home in
country subdivision
Almo area Large yard,
concrete drive. $750
per month Contact
Angie at 293-8738
owneoreatior
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J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

1114.1ab For Sala

LOTS for sale South
west neighborhood in
city limes Residential
lot on quiet cul-de-sac
King Drive $21,000
080. 753-9778, 270978-7291

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MMINITORAGE
ensile climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

200 ac farm in north
west TN
731-247-3984

FSBO 1,900 sq.ft.
4BR/2BA,
2
car
wiattached workshop,
Murray schools, living
room, family room
wit replace,
large
updated
kitchen,
fenced backyard. 9781026
FSBO Gatesborough
tn-level 48R 38A, in ground
pool
$250,000. 293-2418
iii III RFI III !

t% tst%
criopest % ,01% er,.crins
1271117614MM!

CIF
liotercycies A ATV s
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5Th STREET
753-3500

EFI. electric winch, 53
hours, 328 miles, like
new. $5,500. 436-2072
evenings 809-2501
work
SO

Nib Ports

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
1 to 295 acres West
Calloway
Owne
financing
489-2116
leave message

BUILDING for rent
$I.500/mo great location on 12th at
293-7670
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905
293 1480

16
acres
on
Backusburg
Road.
Kirksey.
489-2994,
(270)831-0419
285 acres,

82.000/acre Mitchell
Story Rd 293-1437

Pets Supplies
AKC Registered Sheri
Tzu poppies 3 males
white with brown mark
wigs. $300 753-8519
after 4PIA
DOG Boarding $12
deity safe, comfortable
environment
walks
489-2741
DOG Obedience
tA 21458

M

ufti Mk

"OWNER
FINANCING"'
405 S 5th St 3BR
IBA. $3.000 down,
$450 month. 753-2222
1904 Gatesborough
Cir 48R 38A, 2.600
SQ ft. large deck, hot
tub. $180.000 2938705

NENTIM
MININSTORAGE
°An Size___
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-31153
Kentucky Lake

House For Rent
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2003 Ford Escape
XLT 4dr. new tires,
cold air, all power.
excellent condition.
25rnpg. 87.000fro.
$8.500/000
759-5848
'02 Honda Passport
LX, 2wid, leather, sunroof. new tires, power
windows and locks
cruise, tilt. 6-CD play
er. 109.000rni
$10.500 293-5519/day
498-8950/evenings
1997
Mercury
Mountaineer, V8. AMWheel Drive. Fully
Loaded,
Excellent
Condition.
153.xxx
miles, $3,800 or trade
for ? 270-759-3900

1,
"
,1

171,000 miles. 63.000
Call 759-1893
1963 Mercury Cougar.
48K mites, AC. CD
player, good condition.
82.500. 270-753-5983
1980 Jeep Wrangler,
1963 Chevrolet 4 door
hard top Impala
270-492-8790

r.,•

Call (270)436-5091

2000 Chevy Silverado
Z71 138,000 miles
extra sharp, $9,500
000 978-2228
1971
Ford
Truck
straight Shin W/OVer
drive 1974 Ford Truck
runs good.
270-753-7376

Cow=
HI-LO pull behind
camper. Couch and
table/seats convert into
beds. Refrigerator, air
heater, toilet, stove,
awning,
hydraulics,
$2,000 firm. 293-7814.
2005 Cougar travel
trailer 2 slides. 2BR,
sleeps 8, 34f1, long,
never been smoked in.
nor animals inside.
$20,000 OBO 270-7536174. Trailer located at
3335 St. Rt. 121S.,
Murray.

BOAT, 3 motors, $350
753-6012
14FT. fishing boat, Dilly
trader, 15HP Johnson
motor,
Motorguide
trolling motor, $825.
Call (270)759-3231
14FT on boat with
trailer, 25HP Evinrude,
$975 293-7035
1996 Harris Classic
pontoon boat. 24',
Yamaha 115HP motor,
excellent
condition,
fully loaded. 753-9959.
759-4442 after 6PM

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2867

M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Lends( aping
Sallo.laalsou Kuararilted

Murray Ledger & Times

Calhoun Construction, LLC
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

ONJ HANOY/IAN
We do all the odd lobs

General Contracting

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Choi* Van Buren

you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs
decks
293-5438

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

FREE

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-- 1007

Call 753-1816
or 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric

siI kl.T
Mitchell Bros.
ho l ug

7.59-0501
753.11537
toss Oland

"1"It AN* IS
N,1

Since 1986
24 Now sumacs
Res Corn., & hid
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - bigot small

III\N I

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters,
gunk & tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, dean up junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

I-Ixl I's W
N1 v\ •(.11 \II \ I

Septic system, grave,
Mute rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track

• weekly & .potAal pickups
• locally waned/operated

hoe

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Aug. 1, 2007:
This year a new level of under-

standing becomes yours to
access. Your creativity surges
when and where you least anticipate it. You understand much
more than you realize when you
deal with many different people.
Stability will be important, as others reverse gears out of the blue.
Honor your goals and know
where you are going. If you are
single. you appear to be on the
verge of a major relationship.
Know when to back off when dating and to recognize the one,
whom you might meet in the next
SIX months. If you are attached,
with your sweetie's new innovative attitude, you will head in a
new direction. Together you
blaze a new trail. PISCES understands a lot of life's heavies.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apr41 19)
*** Take your time making
decisions_ Perhaps your creativity emerges because of innate
stress. The unexpected occurs
when you least expect it. Be willing to adapt rather than judge.
Your strength emerges Tonight.
Get some extra sleep.
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753-7728
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
•Vinyt siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

CUSTOM BUUNZIRO
0-6 H, 12 ft blade
clearing, fence rows
underbrustang, ponds
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe

170-243-0171*

Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq.
ft. Sidewalk included.
LiC & Insured
(270)978-1772

Attention
Tobacco Farmers
Irrigation servic
available
Call
(270)293-7109
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work.
backhoe & septic systems
For sale top soil, gravel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs.
Lots for sale. Landon
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781, 270559-2032

I

WHITE

\

HANDYMAN

Horoscope
HAPPY

JOE'S JOBS
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753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

I( ‘‘

270-753-2279

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All
remodeling.
No job
too small
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
SNOW'S Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair, rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
731-642-6939.
654
Hobby Rd.. Paris, TN
38242
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT

(2701293-5170

CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed St Insured

519-2713
WiLDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
'Soil testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
•Spraying
-Bedding area Design
and Construction
•Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Esrlmete,

to Jacqueline Bigar
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You zoom in and create
much more of what you need
and want. You feel destined to
head in a certain direction. A
friendship plays an enormous
role in making a decision. A partner wants the same importance
(ouch!). Tonight: Where the gang
is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take your bows and get
ahead of the game. Listen to others and take a stand. Extremes
hit in a very different way. The
unexpected
occurs.
Demonstrate your flexibility.
Tonight: You're on top of your
game.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your imagination and
creativity emerge professionally
and personally. New insights,
surprise calls and unusual invitations head your way. Read
between the lines when people
speak. Tonight: View life through
another's eyes.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others invent many reasons to be involved with you professionally and emotionally. You
might want to rethink decisions
that involve joint finances, risks
and your life in general. A loved
one knocks on your door.
Tonight. Forget boredom.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might believe that

the opposite of what you are could change radically. You
hearing is the right decision; it might feel enlightened with a lot
isn't. You might need to move in of get-up-and-go. You might not
another direction or try some- be sure which way to turn.
thing very different. Your ability Nearly any direction provides
to sort through too much infor- surprises. Tonight, Hang out with
mation comes forward. Tonight; friends.
Whether you like it or not, you AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
are in the whirlpool of life.
***** Move in a new direcUBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
tion when thwarted. In fact, you
**** You might feel as if you could Swerve so quickly, you
need to jump into the trenches, might not know what hit you. Aim
and you do1 You have less con- for what you want. Meeting othtrol than you realize. Try positive ers proves
to be a source of
feedback and new information.
anchonng and ideas. Zoom in on
Realize what might be going on
what you want. Tonight: Where
subliminally with an associate.
the crowds are.
Tonight: Relax in your recliner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You have what it takes.
*** Knowing when to call a
Others seek you out on a major
halt to a situation could be helplevel, as they trust your instincts.
ful. You manifest unusual creativity, yet many around you You might feel as if others finally
could suddenly be coming out of appreciate what you have to
left field. Deal with the unexpect- offer. Accept greater responsibiled and smile. Tonight: Midweek ity, and you'll have the impact
you desire. Tonight: On a roll.
break.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. There's no stopping you now.
21)
**** You might want to dance BORN TODAY
to a different tune from the many Designer Yves Saint Laurent
people who surround you. News (1936), musician Jerry Garcia
might encourage you to take off (1942), rapper Coolio (1963)
•••
in an unanticipated direction.
Your creativity emerges out of Jacqueline Bigar is on the
the blue. Tonight: Easy does it.
Internet at http:/h•AvvilacgueCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) linebigar.com.
*** Your instincts guide you in (c) 2007 by King Features
conversations. How you see life
Syndicate Inc.

THINGS ARE GETTING FISHY AROUND HERE!

1997 Cadillac Doves
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REDUCED,
2000 40 Chevy
Cavalier, $3,750, l('
mi , recent tires fir
,
:
brakes good A./C
293-6824
2000 Alero 127.xxx
miles. new toyo tires.
cold sir very dependable $3,950 000
759-5410
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CHARMING, spacious
Dutch Colonial borne
on beautifully landscaped corner lot one
block from Murray High
School. 4 bedrooms. 3
baths. Living room/dining room combination
Eat-in kitchen. Large
recreation room. 2
unique decks Recent
improvements include
replacement windows,
dual-fuel heat pump,
roof, shutters, lawn,
and intenor and exteripainting.
or
1710
Magnolia Drive. Call
227-5414

WNW

rIcal Prop For Red

I of

8 miles from MSU. 2 Of
3 bedrooms, 28A, full
basement. 970-2182,
554-0367

USED TIRES

e
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38R 2BA vinyl home
with metal roof in country. Kirtutey area. 1,800
sq.fL, hardwood floors,
$74,900. Cal Angie at
The Wen Real Estate
293-8738

04- & 1/2 Polaris
Sportsman 4x4, 700

1

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

38R 28A charmer on
94W, 5 miles out.
Landscaped manufactured home with carport Permanently set
on 7 acres with stock
pond and 2 outbuildings Room 10f horses
and/or garden. Priced
to sell. Cal for appointment. Day 227-1034 or
227-1033, evenings
435-4492

I \1 \111:1_31A 1 I

FIRST TIME
OFFERED'
Lakefront w/dock
$74,900
1+ AC Lake Access
$34,900
w/FREE Boat Slips!
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160.000 acre Kentucky
Lake' Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat,
Excellent financing.
Call 1-800-704-3154
&A 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

.
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UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
I BR $290.00
28F1 $34000
38R $42500
$1013 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today tor appointment
704221

`
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BLACK 1998 Dodge
Rem 2 door extended.
$11,500 719-884-3718

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

'Geraldine Forresr (Rosetta Todd), right, and her goldfish Freeman and Flossie Forrest. were a big hit with the
children during
a recent Downtown After Dart festivities in Paducah. Members of Murray's West Kentucky Chapter of the Nashville
Songwriters
Association International, were featured entertainers dunng the evening. Todd is a member of the chapter. A crowd
of approximately 700 lined the nverfront to hear the songwriters play their original songs. Pictured, from left are: Trinity
Lott, Heather
Hatcher: Mackenzie Lob. Destiny Lott, Madelyn Lott: and Todd.

